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FADE IN:

EXT. SEVENTH GATE - PALACE - DARK

An Elite group of angels are battling the gargoyles guarding the twisted gate. HAZIEL the leader of the angels cuts and slices through the miniature demons, muscling through the carnage.

His wings covered in blood, a few feathers missing from the brawl the gargoyles could barely chip at the great Haziel his sword sharp and demon thirsty. Fighting his way inside of the PALACE leaving his heavenly yet deadly soldiers to fend off massive waves of demonic attacks.

INT. PALACE - HALLWAY

Haziel walks cautiously through the gloomy, dimly lit hallways the flames from the torches burned out as he passes them one by one his presents is not wanted here. Blade by his side blood dripping from it like water from a loose faucet, brave as he is he couldn’t deny the chills he had as he bent the corner--

We see a snakes tail wrapped around her ankles. Its body COILED around her curves, married to her skin. The head rests gingerly on her shoulder. LILITH is standing strong she is SATANICALLY beautiful with her hands firmly on her hips. Long dark hair complementing her even darker eyes.

LILITH
Welcome old friend... I see you could not help yourself, and all this time I was worried about sending you an invitation to my beautiful home.

HAZIEL
Its time Lilith. I come for the children.

LILITH
(sarcastically)
I have no idea what you are talking about, don’t you know angel dust makes you delusional.

Haziel feels the pressure of time working against him, he shows his sword to Lilith in a threatening matter.
HAZIEL
I didn’t create world order but I
be damn if I let you destroy it.
I’m taking those babies Lilith!!

Lilith struts over to the angel invading his INTIMATE space, she leans forward putting her lips inches away from his ear lobe very SEDUCTIVE while doing so. Haziel is now face to face with the snake he notices the poison FOAMING inside the ASP mouth, the slimy feeling of her wet tongue tingles his ear.

LILITH
(whispering)
Liars in heaven are not frown upon,
shouldn’t the eye of the almighty
see that?

Babies Crying?

Hazel focus shifts from the demon queen to the top of the stairwell, WHOOSH! A flap of his wings and he is inches from the door he heard the sweet surrender come from.

TOP OF STAIRS

Behind him was the sound of the same crying baby. Haziel turns around and looks into the dark eyes of VETIS, the demon known for his corruption and ease to tempt the holy. Vetis swings his war hammer BOOM! The heavy MALLET smashes into his chest the force sent the angel crashing through the door.

INT. CANDLE ROOM

Hazel is in a daze, batting his eyes clearing his vision glancing around the thousand lit candle room, no sign of the children. Vetis slowly walks in the room dragging his hammer, kicks Haziel in the head, taunting him with another sound of a crying baby.

VETIS
Have mercy on me though I not know what I do.

HAZIEL
(struggling to his feet)
I can, I can be most merciful...
but I cant say the same about her.

A flash of light--
A young woman with a gold veil covering the lower half of her face appeared. Sweaty and bruised from the battle. She thrusts into the demon with her jagged edged sword. Screaming as she runs him backwards glass shatters, Vetis crashes through the window.

She looks out of the broken window. We see the Angels and Demons still in the intense battle. Bodies of both race dying by the dozens. She turns and nods at Haziel he gives her the okay sign, the anonymous lady angel leaps out of the hole going after Vetis, joining the fight outside with her fellow angels.

**INT. CARRIAGE - MOVING - DARK**

**LILITH**
Hush my sweet Abel, mothers here everything will be just fine.

Lilith seems to have escaped with her babies. While Abel is crying and pitching a fit, CAIN is sitting quietly enjoying the speedy, bumpy ride.

**LILITH (CONT’D)**
Faster Jockel!

JOCKEL, the strongest demon of them all, known for his ability to thwack angels. He is steering the three bulls that are pulling the carriage very erratic.

**EXT. CARRIAGE - MOVING FASTER**

**JOCKEL**
(on reins)
No worries my lady!

**THE DARK SKY**

The Angels are in full pursuit of the speeding carriage they lock in with their bows, sweck! sweck! Raining down arrows as they hover above the carriage.

**ANGEL 1**
Kill Abel rescue Cain, Haziel’s orders!

**ANGEL 2**
Which one is cain? Which one is Abel?
EXT. CARRIAGE - MOVING FASTER

Lilith takes the reins from Jockel she is furious at the moment these Angels are really PISSING her off!

    LILITH
    Kill them all!

Jockel BOLTS from the carriage --

THE DARK SKY

Spreading his broad dark wings, takes to the sky with anger he blast through one of the angels hitting its body like an EXPLODING missile, the angel instantly turns to ash. The other one tries to bow his arrow, Jockel breathes heavy fire setting him to flames. The two angels had no chance.

He looks deeper into the darkness of the sky more Angels are flying towards him, he lets out a war cry morphs into a stronger demon welcoming the attack.

EXT. CARRIAGE - MOVING

Miles away from the seventh gate, no angels in sight. Until --

Haziel flying low beside the carriage, peeking inside Cain and Abel are looking at him in the way demon seeds look, EVIL. He laps around and kills the lead bull the others trip over the body, the carriage flips and spins through the air before crashing on the rough soil.

Haziel has the babies. Flying out of the DARK REALM with them in his arms.

INT. EARTH - MIDNIGHT

Abel starts to cry again.
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    HAZIEL
    (to Abel)
    Now now calm your soul little one.

LIAL, an elderly angel is standing off to the side of the road waiting to intercept the babies.
LIAL
Don’t fret about that one he will
not make it past the night. It took
you long enough.

HAZIEL
Nothing easy old man, we lost a lot
of good soldiers down there.

Lial pats him on the shoulder sympathetically. Thunder rocks
the sky, lighting STRIKES the road, hard rain soon followed.

Being rushed. Perhaps?

LIAL
Behind you!

Jockel hits Haziel in the back with a war hammer the babies
fall to the ground the demon is still in his super form. The
angel falls to his knees. Jockel hits him again flatting him,
he hugs the pavement UNCONSCIOUS.

LIAL (CONT’D)
(to jockel)
This is his will, Its already been
decided.

LILITH (O.S.)
You god damn right it has.

The snake leaps from her shoulder ATTACKS Lial’s face, he
flops around on the ground screaming in AGONY.

Lilith chases after her babies, they are sitting in the
middle of the road. Her vision is altered by the rain but she
stills see her boys.

JOCKEL
My queen we have to go or Dante
will--

LILITH
Not without my boys. Cain, Abel
come to mother my sweets.

She is within arms reach.

Headlights from a beat up station wagon blinds her, cruising
down the highway ignorant to what is transpiring.
INT. STATION WAGON - MOVING

SIMON and ANGIE a married couple mid 40’s, drives along while there 10 year old daughter DEBRA is asleep in the back seat. Angie turns the windshield wipers to the max for her husband as the rain continues to pound.

ANGIE
Now, maybe we can make It home in one piece.

SIMON
Actually honey It will be three pieces.

ANGIE
(scream)
Watch out!

Simon STUMPS on the brakes the car swerves a little, before SKIDDING off to the side of the road. Debra pops up wide eyed and scared. Simon heart is racing, breathing heavy.

SIMON
What the hell Ang. What is It?

DEBRA
Mom what did you do?

ANGIE
(to debra)
Nothing sweetie.

She turns to simon.

ANGIE (CONT’D)
You didn’t see those babies playing in the road?

SIMON
Sci-fi movies, I’m gon get that lifetime canceled tomorrow. Shit Angie your imagining things.

Debra stares blankly out the window, she sees a group of men dressed in black trench coats dragging Lilith into the darkness.

DEBRA
Demons dad! Demons I saw them.

SIMON
You see there Angie... you got my baby seeing demons.
Angie opens her door, sprints out into the road without a coat getting drenched by the down pour.

SIMON (CONT’D)
Stay in the car. Okay Debbie.

Debra sinks in the back seat. Simon leaves the car running, jogs after his wife.

EXT. ROAD

ANGIE
What on gods green earth is going on?

SIMON
Mothers these days ain’t worth three birds jerking off in a egg circle.

Simon puts his glasses on for a closer look.

ANGIE
So much for lifetime being canceled.

SIMON
Whatever. Hurry give me one they can get sick out here in this rain.

ANGIE
Or ran over.

Simon notices the princely robes the babies are dressed in. CAIN engraved on one, ABEL on the other.

SIMON
I’ll take Cain, you take Abel.

INT. COUNTY JAIL - DRUNK TANK - MORNING

The boys are in their early TWENTIES. Cain sat on the cold floor, his head laying on the jail bars in thought he is stocky built and handsome. Abel is sitting awkwardly on the steel bench hand cuffed to a pole, he is slim cut with a fiery attitude.

CAIN
Mom is going to kill us. You think we need to start praying now?
ABEL
Are you serious? Naw she’s pretty
understanding most Christians are
well... maybe a little prayer.

CAIN
What you think dad will say?

Abel clears his voice channeling his inner simon.

ABEL
(deeper voice)
I know how it is boys I was young
once. But in my day we didn’t fight
in bars no reason to, we made our
own shit. Nope we fought over girls
and parking spots. Something stupid
like always.

The brothers laugh to the despise of a BIKER who they woke
from his drunken sleep.

BIKER
...giggling like a couple of virgin
school girls, must be that time of
the month.

Abel tossed his head back in frustration, checking his temper
before he spoke, sighs deep as his locks draped over his
face.

ABEL
I am no virgin sir.

Cain tries to ease the mounting tension between his brother
and the biker.

CAIN
If anything my brother is a man-
whore.

Abel smirks at cain. The man stood big, wide and ugly his
sleeveless motorcycle jacket “HELLS ANGEL” he balls his hands
making two fist the size of small boulders.

BIKER
Ha... you girls looking for a real
fight, I wont bust you up to bad
just smear your lipstick a little.

A man sitting beside the biker reached and touch him on the
knee cap, a strange silence came over the room as the HELLS
ANGEL sat down and looks towards the ceiling, DEFUSED.
CAIN
(to inmate)
Magic?

The man sat in silence, covers his head with a torn rugged golden hood, he looks homeless.

ABEL
More like voodoo.

INMATE
Cain and Abel... all grown up neither man or myth, yet in the flesh.

The brothers look at each other sharing the same weird feeling.

Keys are rattling as jailor approaches the cell.

JAILOR
Cain and Abel, you two just made bail.

He uncuffed Abel, he rushes away. Cain followed behind the jailor taken another look in the cell, the BIKER was still their in a slump but the magician was gone.

INT. STATION WAGON - MOVING

ANGIE
We raised you two to be respectful young men. Bar fight. Where did we go wrong?

Angie head is on a swivel watching the boys and the road at the same time.

ANGIE (CONT’D)
No more animal cage fighting TV.

Simon held his hand in the air hoping to get a word in over his rambling wife.

ANGIE (CONT’D)
Its my fault not enough church. O god my boys dont know Jesus.

The drive home was only ten minutes away, Angie stop at every yellow and caution light LECTURING for an extra thirty.
INT. HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Debra now mid 30’s is resting on the love seat, at EIGHT months pregnant we see her rubbing her swollen stomach.

The TV is on but everyone attention was occupied by the pots and pans being tossed around in the kitchen by Angie.

Simon reclines in his lazy boy, starts to light a cigar. Debra gives him a stern look.

DEBRA
Really dad?

ABEL
Why don’t you just go home Debbie? Than the smoke wouldn’t bother you so much.

DEBRA
Good idea little brother. Here’s another why don’t you grow up, stop dragging cain into all of your trouble, and stressing my mother in the process.

Cain heads upstairs avoiding taking sides.

ABEL
You better hope your son has my ways instead of his punk ass dads!

ANGIE (O.S.)
Stop It you two!

Simon puts down his cigar, starts to sing a hymn

SIMON
Trouble in my way gotta cry sometimes, trouble in my way gotta cry sometimes.

Abel and debra both give their annoying father a PESTY look, he never made sense. They were more worried about hiss fitting Angie.

INT. CAIN’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Toy basketball hoop on door. Nunchucks on foot of bed. Sports trophies crowding mantle. Cain gets a shirt from the dresser, for shower.
INT. BATHROOM - SHOWER

The steam from the hot water flooded the entire bathroom, as hot as the shower was it always felt like ice cubes running down his body, never hot enough. Over the sound of water thumping the tub he hears a woman voice, he pauses.

CAIN

Hello?

Reluctantly pulls the curtain back.

Nothing.

LILITH (V.O.)

(softly)

My sweet Cain.

Cain turns the water off.

CAIN

Mother?

The voice faded away, he cuts his shower short, wraps a towel around lower half of his body. Water drips from his muscular frame.

C-A-I-N was written in the fog of the mirror, at first glance it vanishes.

EXT. CAIN’S BEDROOM

Walking to his room questioning his mental state. Another angelic voice bled through his door.

LADY VOICE (O.S.)

I do love him.

Determine to match the voice to a face, cain almost tore down the door getting in.

Abel has a gun pointed at a beautiful young woman, ELAIN mid 20’s sassy, smart a fighter who loves cain dearly. Her knife to Abel neck adding pressure--

CAIN

Elain stop!

Abel jerks backwards dropping the gun on the floor, holding his neck.
ABEL
Damn bro, your girl just tried to kill me!

ELAIN
Your the one with the loaded gun to my head!

Cain picks the gun up off the floor, hands it to Elain.

CAIN
Its not real.

Abel snatches the gun away from Elain, and gestures as he was going to smack her.

ABEL
But that knife is.

CAIN
Abel what are you doing in my room?

ABEL
I heard a noise, I forgot that yall do this night thing so I came to check it out. I thought she was a burglar or something.

CAIN
And if she was. How much damage did you think you were gon do with a pellet gun?

Abel shrugs his shoulder, cain walks his brother to the door opens it lets him walk out. Grabs him by the arm

CAIN (CONT’D)
Seriously did you see anybody else wondering around here?

Abel points his PELLET gun through the door crack at Elain.

ABEL
The only thing I saw. If she would learn to use the door like a respectful young lady maybe--

Cain slams the door on his brother.

Elain kisses him on the lips knowing she’s in trouble.

ELAIN
Hey love--
CAIN
Don’t do that, what is your problem and when did you turn into princess warrior.

ELAIN
Sorry... I thought the gun was real, look I will go apologize.

CAIN
Don’t worry about it just don’t ever let me see some shit like that again.

Cain flops on the bed, he has a splitting headache. Elain knows its something more to Cain anger than her and Abel skirmish. She sits next to him.

A soft kiss on his neck to no avail, his mind was stuck in the bathroom. Elain throws her hands in the air in surrender.

ELAIN
What’s the matter?... I never seen you like this, and Its kind of scaring me.

CAIN
Sorry love Its not you. Just got a lot on my mind.

ELAIN
Well I’m here all elephant ears.

Cain didn’t respond to her sad attempt at humor. Elain sat still as minutes passed twiddling her thumbs, feeling cheap for her failed joke.

CAIN
You should go I got to get up early. Church.

Elain gestures towards the window, kisses him on the forehead crouches out the window, she gives him a sad look before scurrying down the drainage pipe.

INT. CHURCH - MORNING

Typical packed church Sunday, preacher sermon running long boring as usual. Not to cain he needed a word after last night, Abel rubbing his face preventing falling asleep, Angie nudges him points at her ears than to preacher.
Abel found a little concentration, suddenly he gets tunnel vision a stare down between him and the preacher, WHOOSH! Large pair of black wings spread from the preachers back.

Abel jumps up leaps on the bench, points at preacher.

ABEL
What the hell! Do you see him.

The eyes of the church locked on Abel. Angie stands up and pulls him down to his seat.

ANGIE
Are you high?

Simon reached over his wife fanning Abel, trying his best to deflect the unwanted attention.

SIMON
(waving fan)
Praise the lord!

The preacher looked confused and shocked, he addresses the church--

PREACHER
Sounds to me like, the young man wants to be saved today... come on down son and give your soul to the lord this morning.

Abel stood up the church people started clapping, cheering, patting Abel on the back as he made his way through the aisle. He takes a sharp turn the opposite way of the pool pit, storms out the double doors.

INT. CHURCH - RESTROOM

Its obvious Abel was the only witness to the winged preacher. He turns on the sink SPLASHING cold water on his face, he stares into the mirror his reflection was the same but he felt different. Again he goes under the faucet, the cool water tasted liked warm WINE. Shakes off the confusion. CRAZY?

Abel faces the mirror once again stares DOUBTING his SANITY. A hooded man appears in the reflection, winks and smiles at him, Abel turns around nothing there, Furious Abel smashes the mirror.

Simon barges into the bathroom.
SIMON
What the hel--

Catching his words looks to the ceiling

SIMON (CONT’D)
What’s wrong son? Your momma thinks you on drugs, you just got out of jail, and now the whole church thinks you crazy.

ABEL
I saw what I saw the god damn preacher had wings!

SIMON
No! No! No! Angie was wrong about you. You dont need church just a good ass whipping, damn it boy now you got me cursing in the lords house.

ABEL
I know what I saw pop their is no fuckin way this is a church.

Simon felt his pressure rising, he can hear the sound of his blood boiling he never been so angry.

He bumps his chest into Abel’s standing nose to nose with him.

SIMON
Now you listen to me, If you think I will just sit back and watch you send my wife to a early grave than your dead wrong. Dead, dead wrong do you understand me?

The bloody arm started to drip on the bathroom floor, simon just now notices the bleeding, Abel peels tiny shards of glass from his skin. Simon takes a few steps back puts his glasses on. Than looks at the broken mirror.

SIMON (CONT’D)
Now you breaking stuff you can’t pay for. I should let you just bleed your blasphemous behind to death, go get in the car.

He smacks Abel on the back of the head as he walks out the bathroom.
EXT. HOSPITAL - LATER

Cain is sitting on the steps, puffing DISCREETLY on a cigarette, a shadow blocks his sunlight. He looks up to a man standing in front of him.

CAIN
Sorry sir I don't keep spare change on me.

The man smiled shaking his head, cain recognized him as he stood.

CAIN (CONT'D)
The guy from jail... magic man, right.

HAZIEL
According to your brother voodoo, Haziel the name.

They shake hands.

CAIN
Haziel... I take it your not from around here with a name like that.

HAZIEL
One would think where I come from is a lot more peaceful.

The ash from the cigarette grows longer, he doesn’t thump it.

HAZIEL (CONT’D)
You know those things will kill you sooner than later.

CAIN
I’m not addicted. More into the smell of the smoke, the taste of the ash. Strange huh.

Haziel smiled. Starts to reminisce on his first encounter with the baby demon and now his transformation has begun, so has Haziel’s PERSUASION.

HAZIEL
Strange unlikely... I believe one day you might save a life or two, maybe more.

Cain curls his top lip to his nose and bobbles his head. Haziel stood in amaze of this human life form. He catches a glance of Cain’s tattoo.
HAZIEL (CONT’D)
(reading)
MY BROTHERS KEEPER

CAIN
It means we are going to be there for each other no matter what. Nothing happens to him without happening to me first.

INTRIGUING the angel thought to himself, yet cain has no idea.

Angie comes outsides searching for cain, he hands his cigarette to Haziel avoiding being caught by his mother.

CAIN (CONT’D)
Thanks.

Angie waves for him to come inside, as he jogs away.

INT. HOSPITAL - ROOM 105

Abel rubs his hand over the stitches that faded his tatoo, sad and disappointed.

DOCTOR
When your arm heals I’ll take them out and you can have it touched up in no time... hey your still your brothers keeper.

That was no CONSOLATION.

DOCTOR (CONT’D)
A nurse will be in shortly with your discharge papers.

The doctor leaves. Abel shut his eyes tight as he possibly could and falls back on the bed, hoping to wake from this nightmare.

ABEL
God if you are punishing me, I can honestly tell you I dont know why.

DEMONIC VOICE (V.O.)
Your not that important to him. He won’t answer you.

Abel opens his eyes gets up from the bed.
ABEL
Who’s there?

Black oil bled through the wall, suddenly the hospital room was on fire as a demon took form from the flames. Abel not afraid more suspicious and curious.

He steps to the Demon. Jockel pulls out a machete, he swings SPLAT! Cuts Abel in half his body hits the floor he kicks top and bottom half in the fire. We see him step out of the fire in one piece, he examines himself, feels fire replacing the blood in his veins.

JOCKEL
Seeing is believing and seeing what I just done to you, who do you think has the answers to your questions Abel?

ABEL
What am I?

Jockel laughing, disappears into the fire.

Simon knocked once than entered. Abel jumps up from the bed breathing like he just ran a marathon, touching all over his body checking to see if he was all their.

Was It a DREAM?

SIMON
I intercepted your release papers we are good to go.

EXT. HOSPITAL - PARKING LOT - DARK

Haziel is patrolling the lot he sense something in the night, a strong musk fills the air, stench of evil has him alert expecting the worse. He pivots sees Jockel sitting on the hood of a car eating a apple.

JOCKEL
Have their eyes turned yet?

HAZIEL
Wouldn’t you be first to know when they do?

Jockel toss the apple to the ground picks his teeth with his sharp pinky claw, slides off the car two demons appear from the darkness. Haziel looks into the sky two angels fell from the stars.
JOCKEL
I guess I would, Cain and Abel are princes of the seventh gate. Yes Cain... what you think about him is one thing, but you know about him is far more important.

Both sides slowly walks towards each other stopping at arms length.

HAZIEL
Cain does his name scare you, the key to all of your sisters destruction will not fall in your hands.

JOCKEL
Please Haziel do not be so foolish. Cain and Abel are men now, because we both failed them. Lets not pretend here.

HAZIEL
Thanks for the reminder.

Haziel acknowledges the other two demons standing on each side of Jockel. Vetis and BRAHMA, the demon known to perform similar miracles as turning water into wine, but nothing more than a trickster false creator.

HAZIEL (CONT’D)
I see somebody brought Brahma back to life, preached in any churches lately?

Brahma takes a cocky bow. Lial balled his fist causing a blue glow, the Lady angel grips the handle of her sword. Haziel eyes turns into a cold blue looks to the sky, lighting strikes, thunder roars.

JOCKEL
Vetis!

He takes to the sky the lady angel pulls her sword and flies after him. Lial spreads his wings Brahma was faster on the DRAW he SMASHES him in the chest with the hammer. He soars through the air until crashing on top of car cracks windshield. Jockel and Haziel glides towards each other, he whips Ball and chain, Haziel cuts through it with Katana sword. Jockel smirks, now with just chain in hand.
SKY

Vetis smiles at her, she is hot on his tail, he blows a flame blinds her briefly he swoops around grabs her wrist. Out muscled drops her sword he head butts her, she answered with a kick. Their brawl takes shape in the crescent of the moon, as the two hover she is in a choke hold.

VETIS
I am no longer having fun!

LADY ANGEL
I guess this means you won’t be coming to my birthday party.

A quick elbow freed her from his death grip.

PARKING LOT

Haziel and Jockel are locked in throwing brutal combinations, a sharp right hook knocks the demon down. He morphs while pushing his body off the ground.

ACROSS THE LOT

Lial is between car, and Brahma hammer rolling from side to side, the car taking punishment, older angel is holding on. From no where an arrow explodes into his waist knocking Brahma off the hood.

Haziel turns and fires another arrow into Jockel dropping him for the moment, helps Lial off car.

LIAL
To think that it was me who train you.

HAZIEL
I was always your best student, we have to go.

The angels fly away, demons lie hurt but not defeated.

INT. HOUSE - KITCHEN - DARK

Minimum conversation the family is having a relatively quiet dinner, forks picking at their food scraping against plates, phone starts ringing no one answers. It’s family time.

Abel BURPS, adding insult he blows the foul stench over the table, for everyone to smell.
ANGIE
(waving her hand)
Excuse you!

Abel smiles takes a drink of water, Angie is chewing and staring a hole into him. Simon reading the bad body language, changes the subject.

SIMON
College applications what’s going on with that?

CAIN
Not really thought about It pop.

SIMON
Well have either of you thought about planning for your future?

CAIN
I figured I’ll stick around for awhile its plenty to do around here-

Abel pushes off the table, jumps of and kicks his chair against the wall.

ABEL
I can’t take this fake family shit no more, you two preach and judge both of us constantly.
(to cain)
Ask them who we are, better yet what hospital were we born in, who is the oldest. Who came out you first mother?

ANGIE
I had It with you disrespecting and embarrassing this family Abel! Get out of my damn house!

ABEL
(to cain)
Go ahead brother, ask them your the chosen one.

Angie throws her plate at Abel he ducks the saucer, but food hits him in the face.

ANGIE
Get out! Get out! Get out! Of my house you demon seed.

Abel making his exit out the kitchen, turns to her--
ABEL
Your probably right one thing is
for sure... your not my mother.

Cain watches his brother walk out, the two people he loved
the most just ripped each others heart to pieces. His brother
is losing his mind, Angie is fed up.

CAIN
Demon seed. So what does that make
me?

SIMON
Go to your room son.

INT. CAIN’S BEDROOM

Cain is on the floor doing push ups.

HAZIEL (O.S.)
He is changing faster than we
anticipated.

Cain lifts up. The voice was familiar to him.

CAIN
Haziel.

The angel steps out from the dark corner, cain RUSHES him
slams him against the wall. Wrapping his hands around his
neck.

CAIN (CONT’D)
What did you do to my brother!

Haziel puts his hands in the air defenseless.

HAZIEL
(grabs cain wrist)
In two days time the both of you
will evolve into something,
something inhumane. Abel is full-
fledged we will need you to save us
to save him.

Cain release his grip, Haziel lets his wrist go cain is
getting stronger as well.

Whatever Haziel was telling cain didn’t register. He takes a
seat on the edge of bed.
CAIN
Full-fledged I don't get it. Just tell me what you're trying to say.

HAZIEL
You Cain are the son of a demon queen. Abel feels his mother's presents, her blood is his poison, she will lead him into a dark world Cain. And she expects you to follow.

CAIN
Haziel what is going on?

Haziel steps back unbuttons his shirt. Wings spread from the window to the door. Cain stands up moves backwards grabs his NUNCHUCKS.

HAZIEL
The clock has started. There is a war coming and it will happen here if we don't meet it head on.

CAIN
We?

Simon does his one knock entrance.

SIMON
You talking to yourself?

CAIN
No I was just thinking out loud.

Cain drops his head, SIGHS

SIMON
I guess that's not the same thing... can I sit?

Cain motions to the chair by the TV simon sits with his elbows on his knees, leans forward--

The old father son talk.

SIMON (CONT’D)
Twenty years ain't enough time to know if your making the right or wrong decisions. As young men you and your brother are going to go through changes, just keep in mind--
CAIN
(interrupts)
Dad please Abel was a ass tonight, you and mom loves us he knows that. I get it, I really do.

Simon wipes the sweat from his forehead, exhales lucky to have a understanding son, he hates these kind of talks.

SIMON
Okay, Its getting late get some rest we have to go Abel hunting in the morning.

Leaving door open as he leaves, Cain gets up shuts door.

CAIN
(whispering)
Haziel... Haziel

Nothing. Cain lays on the bed eyes wide open. No sleep tonight, Angels and Demons floods his mind, flash back of the voice in the bathroom. He pulls out his cell phone dialing Elain--

No answer.

INT. BAR/STRIP CLUB - MIDNIGHT

Blue lights, MUSIC thumping, drunks being tossed out, men throwing money at strippers like they don’t have bills.

About a dozen DANCERS working the club, one decides to join Abel sitting at the bar.

DANCER
Abel right. I remember you, you got thrown out for that fight a while ago.

Abel is NINE shots in, not fazed by the hard LIQUOR his body for some reason RESISTED the alcohol, he couldn’t drown his sorrows and now this VEXATION.

ABEL
I don’t have money for an STD, I mean lap dance.

DANCER
So cold Mr. Abel. Why be so cold when you can be warm inside of me.
She rests her arm on his shoulder, proceeds playing in his hair.

ABEL
(irritated)
No thanks!! So is there anything else I can help you with.

DANCER
You were sweeter the last time, what’s wrong missing your brother.

Abel stood HARD, knocking her arm of his shoulder the force sent her flying off the stool. Once again Abel finds himself in the center of UNWANTED attention, the music stops. (PAUSE)

He takes his seat. The dancer storms off, we see her conversing with a large man wearing a black security T-shirt.

BARTENDER
Hey man you got trouble coming you better get out of here.

ABEL
Mind your business. Give me another shot.

The bartender pours into his glass. Two bouncers walks over one stands on Abel’s left the other on his right, he tosses his shot back, IGNORING the overly muscled men.

BOUNCER 1
Is everything alright here?

Abel nods.

BOUNCER 2
Really cause it don’t sound that way.

ABEL
(snaps for another)
How does it sound?

BOUNCER 1
We heard you yelling over the music, and you assaulted one of the girls so pretty bad.

ABEL
Assaulted. Look I’m just trying to get drunk and you two ain’t helping me achieve this short term goal.
Bouncers glance at each other, Abel braces for a ROUGH exit. Bouncer two grabs his black leather jacket throws it on the floor.

BOUNCER 2
Party over, pick your coat up and get out.

ABEL
(laughing to bartender)
Damn. I’ve been kicked out of two places in two hours... how funny is that?

It turns PHYSICAL.

Bouncer grabs him by his shirt, Abel grabs a beer bottle BREAKS it across his face, he falls back bloody. Bouncer two SWINGS Abel ducks raises and elbows him in the throat, he breaks down to a knee clinching his neck.

Abel picks his jacket up dusts it off and calmly walked out the club.

EXT. BAR/STRIP CLUB

The two men seemed to recover. Bouncer one bloody face, bouncer two still catching his breath, they are joined by a third.

Abel takes a glimpse at the three ANGRY men.

ABEL
I guess nobody here is going to turn the other cheek.

THUMP!! Vetis falls from the sky, we see him rising slow as the cloud of dust clears. BOOM!! Brahma hits the ground shortly after. Both demons stood slightly in front of Abel.

NO WARNINGS.

Vetis throws his spiked MALLET hitting bouncer one in chest, his upper body collapse instantly, head hung freely in AIR for a second before falling to the dirt. He laughs at the other two facial expressions. TERRIFIED trying to run into club entrance--

Brahma pushes arms forward, small knives shoots from his wrist. IMPALING the two bouncers skulls, they fall dead inside of the club.
INT. BAR/STRIP CLUB

People screaming. Calling the cops. Running outside.

Abel is the focus of the DESTRUCTION.

EXT. BAR/STRIP CLUB

A dark stretch limo pulls up beside Abel, black tinted windows, blacked out tires. Jockel rolls down the window with apple in hand.

JOCKEL
The truth awaits.

Vetis and Brahma breathes fire like two DRAGONS charcoals the club. Flying away.

Abel turns, looking GRIMLY at the MAYHEM. Getting a kick out the CHAOS. People fleeing and rolling around in flames.

He gets in the limousine, speeding off with Jockel.

7 years later.

INT. BURNING BUILDING - EIGHT FLOOR - DAY

FIREFIGHTERS are dragging people out of the SMOKE, but the building is crumbling by the seconds, the FIRE rages out of control. The men RETREAT.

We see a firefighter standing in the thickness of the CARNAGE, pulling on cain.

FIREFIGHTER 1
Cain!! Lets go, the building is coming down fast.

CAIN
I think someone is trapped down there!!

The roof of the floor above them caves in, firefighter runs away--

Cain is finally alone, takes off his GAS mask INHALES the smoke, his body EMBRACED the fire like a humans would a cool breeze, flames flickering off his skin, a SOOTHING feeling.

CAIN (CONT’D)
Hello!!
WOMAN (O.S.)
In here please, hurry!!

Cain reacts quickly to the voice, moving SWIFT seeing clear through the flames, FUMES filling his LUNGS giving him BEWILDERING strength. Moving burning wood like tooth picks.

Office door was blocked off by piles of DEBRIS, and a steel desk that fell from the upper floor--

Cain simply waves his hand, the RUBBISH clears away giving him path to the door. WHAM!! Kicks door in.

INT. BURNING OFFICE

The lady is balled up in a corner, surrounded by smoke and flames.

CAIN
Are you okay?

WOMAN
Hard--ly... breathe--

Fades in and out of CONSCIOUS, he kneels by her side.

CAIN
Stay with me. I’m going to get you out of here.

Straps his mask over her face, cradles her. Searching for a way out. Using his elbow he SMASHES out the window a rescue ladder is being raised up, hoists her over his shoulder places her feet carefully on the ladder.

CAIN (CONT’D)
Easy now watch your step.

The building COLLAPSES, trapped in Cain FREE-FALLS. Twelve stories of brick, steel, and glass chasing him on the way down--

DEMONIC instincts takes over. We see--

He COCOONS inside of his black wings, shielding him from being CRUSHED, the entire building crashes on top of him.

INT/EXT. BURNING BUILDING

Spectators, reporters, and his colleagues all hold their breath, SILENCE. A firefighter digs through the pile of burning wood, others join with EXTINGUISHERS.
BAM!! Cain EMERGES from the WRECKAGE in human form with minor cuts and bruises, an outburst of CHEERS and APPLAUSE break out for him.

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - LATER

Elain sitting on the couch watching the CHANNEL 5 news. The woman Cain rescued is being interviewed.

WOMAN (ON TV)
It was like he was immune to the fire.

The reporter faces camera.

REPORTER (ON TV)
There you have it Cain Adams saves another life. So fires everywhere beware, for channel five I’m--

TV goes off Cain is standing behind Elain with the remote, she turns around smiling PROUD of her man.

ELAIN
(saluting)
My hero immune to the fire, no fear Cain Adams is here.

Cain blushes a little.

CAIN
My job, I’m just doing my job.

Elain jumping up and down on the couch like a hyper child.

ELAIN
Your super.

CAIN
No... super come on.

ELAIN
Oh no, so explain how you bust through that pile of burning crap like the incredible hulk.

Cain DIGRESSES.

CAIN
Stop jumping on my couch and bring me some loving.
She leaps into his awaiting arms, he pecks, kissing all over her making their way to the bedroom.

INT. BEDROOM – NIGHT

Passionate love making lingered in the air. Elain’s tight PETITE frame cuddled next to his STRONG solid physique, the sheets are snuggled around her neck as he hangs freely.

ELAIN
Forgot... I put your plate in the oven, I was so happy to see you make it home safely. Sorry babe.

CAIN
That’s fine love.

She eases closer to her HUSBAND, kissing him softly.

ELAIN
You got another package today.

CAIN
Where is It?

ELAIN
I know I shouldn’t ask about your mail. Packages, or love letters. But you will always share the important stuff with me right?

Getting out of bed slides his house shoes on, leans over giving her a kiss.

CAIN
Right.

ELAIN
Where are you going?

Cain crawls back into bed, stretches out throws his hands behind head. Elain STRADDLES him kisses her husband REPEATEDLY, turning him on, he gets EXCITED flips her over, pending her arms above her head.

CAIN
I will be right back after these messages.

Cain rolls off the bed, she playfully grabs at him.
INT. KITCHEN

Looking in the box.

CAIN (to himself)
Gifts for the demon... Nothing for me, thanks Haziel.

He picks up one SPECIAL made INHALER, squeezes it casting a red fiery flame.

CAIN (CONT’D)
(to himself)
For when the breathing gets tough.

Days were something he could handle, it was the nights when his mind would wonder, CONFLICTED, wanting to UNLEASH his other half. Instead, he goes to the oven, baked potatoes, sixteen ounce steak. Checks the perimeter before placing plate FIRMLY against palm--

Potatoes steams, steak SIZZLES. Meal is HOT as when it came off the stove. Cain BLESSES his food APOLOGIZING for what he is in his PRAYER.

AT TABLE.

CAIN (CONT’D)
Amen.

Ready to dig in he has no silverware.

HAZIEL
Missing something?

The angel sat across from cain with fork and knife, holding his hand out expecting Haziel to give them to him, he stalls for a second, TESTING cain patience.

CAIN
Do you want me to burn your wings?

He slides them over to cain, smiling FLASHING his pearly whites. Avoiding the RAGE that cain keeps hidden.

CAIN (CONT’D)
Thanks stranger.

HAZIEL
Stranger? At this point I like to think of us as friends.
CAIN
What makes you say something so crazy?

Haziel wags his finger at cain, than rest his elbows on the table.

HAZIEL
I know what this is about... you think I had something to do with turning Abel. Make no mistake about it cain, if it was up to me I would have never let Abel go.

Cain starts to eat.

CAIN
Don’t say that name in my house. Besides your job is to help me fight what ever this thing is inside of me. Leave my brother out of it.

HAZIEL
Well there’s a big box of inhalers, and if you go a little deeper a pack of contacts. You know for when those eyes peel black.

(laughing)
You get it peel black, you know like--

Cain stops eating, he is not AMUSED by Haziel’s side joke.

HAZIEL (CONT’D)
Sorry... not funny. Not to you I thought It was hilarious.

CAIN
Its been seven years, and no sign of war. How long are you going to keep playing these mind games with me Haziel?

HAZIEL
Please just stay focus let me worry about the ins and outs, regardless of anything do not lose faith in yourself. For which you do all of mankind will be in trouble.

CAIN
And your kind?
HAZIEL
Let’s hope we will never have to find that out.

Hazel stands, preparing to leave.

CAIN
Why me? What makes me the exception to the demon rule?

HAZIEL
Your heart, Cain, everyone and thing has one of those yours just happen to be in the right place.

CAIN
Who says my heart is in the right place.

HAZIEL
Channel Five... great work in that building today, keep those eyes brown and stay out of the mirror.

Hazel turns into a SPEC of golden dust, leaving Cain to enjoy his MEAL, not sure of what he stands for. Feeling like his ALLERGIC to himself and every FALSE move will spark a DANGEROUS reaction.

INT. BEDROOM - MORNING

We hear a loud BANGING coming from the front door, Cain jumps out of his sleep FIRES scorching from his mouth. He looks to the right Elain was not beside him, he wipes SWEAT from his brow dodging that bullet.

The shower is on, he hears his wife singing again he is THANKFUL she was not laying next to him or his DARKEST secret would have been no more, the banging continued. LAZILY he gets out of bed, in no rush he sits back down, more banging on the door. He must have a WARRANT for his arrest.

Elain can hear the loud knocks from the bathroom.

CAIN
Elain, somebody is at the door.

ELAIN (O.S.)
Still showering, either you get it or leave your sister and nephew outside all morning to wake up our neighbors.
It slipped his mind, Debra and his 7 year old nephew KYLE brings BREAKFAST some Saturday mornings. Puts on his white beater and gym shorts, heading to the door.

OPENS FRONT DOOR.

CAIN
Why are you beating on my door like you wasn’t raised by Angie and Simon Adams.

Kyle is balancing the bag of food on his head.

DEBRA
Food in the morning known as breakfast... come on little brother give me a break here.

Cain takes the food. Playfully slaps kyle across the face. Debra grabs his hand walks through the door.

CAIN
Just because your man is a cop, don’t give you the right to disturb the peace.

Cain SLAMS door.

KITCHEN TABLE

Debra is spreading butter over Kyle’s bagel, Elain is spreading grape jelly over Cain’s bagel each of them has a cup orange juice, Cain is praying, BLESSING the food.

Kyle, looks at his uncle and assumes the prayer position, Elain and Debra sits DUMB founded with their mouths open, Elain closes her eyes, Debra quickly followed. PRETENDING

CAIN
Give it up you two, I guess me and kyle are the only ones who are thankful this morning.

KYLE
Yeah, mom give it up you to Auntie Elain, you should be ashamed of yourselves.

CAIN
And he is only seven.

Elain and Debra laughs.
ELAIN
We were preparing the food first, we didn’t dig in right away.

DEBRA
Yeah, exactly we planned on praying over the food you just beat us to it.

ELAIN
Okay let’s join hands.

CAIN
(to elain)
No no you ain’t getting off that easy. How dare you and all this time--

Debra waves both her hands in the air DISTRACTING cain.

DEBRA
Umm... This is take out, Mr. Cain you and Mr. Kyle will not crucify us over take out case closed, lets eat.

We see everyone sharing a laugh, starts eating. Kyle burps at the table. Blows the foul stench. Cain looks at him reminded of another person who would do such a thing. Debra SMACKS him on the hand and points in his face.

DEBRA (CONT’D)
Say excuse me.

KYLE
(shaking his hand)
Excuse me everybody.

ELAIN
You are excuse young man. So deb where is Mitch?

DEBRA
Something happen, I think another cop called in sick or something, firefighters and police men... we sure do know how to pick them.

ELAIN
Speaking of firefighters did you see your brother on the news.

Kyle gets EXCITED, he definitely saw his uncle in ACTION.
I did!! He was like boom when he came out of that burning building, and all my friends were like that was your uncle.

DEBRA
There you have it. But Mitch called and was freakin’ out about cain being inside, I knew he would be fine.

Cain smiles, than excuses himself from the table.

CAIN
Going to the bathroom.

ELAIN
(to debra)
He is a little embarrassed about it.

Debra follows her brother, she is waiting by the bathroom.

KYLE
Auntie Elain, is uncle Cain a super hero.

ELAIN
(whispering)
Yes, but you got to keep it a secret.

EXT. BATHROOM
Cain comes out. Debra is leaning against the wall, with a WORRIED look, cain senses her CONCERN. Cain raises his eye brows in suspense.

DEBRA
Did I say something wrong?

CAIN
Don’t be silly sis, come on lets get to eating, you know I hate cold food.

Debra hugs him, than steps back.
DEBRA
(tearing up)
I knew you was okay, because when you were a baby you never cried, one day I was wondering what would it take to make you cry. I took one of dads lit cigars when he wasn’t looking and I burned you on the arm with It, and you just smiled at me.

Cain notices that Debra was serious, he tried to get her to crack a smile.

CAIN
Damn sis was I that bad.

DEBRA
Cain you didn’t scar you didn’t burn you just smiled, since than I always felt that you were something special.

CAIN
I’m just a firefighter and a husband, I’m also your brother and a uncle to.

He so DESPERATELY needed to change the SUBJECT. Pulls her by the wrist.

DEBRA
I saw her cain, she was being carried away by some men who--

Kyle is running down the hall, headed to the bathroom. His nose is bleeding

KYLE
(to debra)
I don’t know what happened mom, it just started bleeding.

Cain takes this OPPORTUNITY, he struts away, Debra looks back at her brother before guiding kyle into the bathroom.

INT. SEVENTH GATE - PALACE - DARK

A blond with a silver streak running down the side of her hair is walking RABID, her curves are SENSUAL. Face DIABOLICALLY beautiful, she could model for HELLION magazine. MONA arrives at a huge set of dark oak double doors, her KNOCKING echoes through the halls.
We hear a familiar voice with a tad bit of darkness to it.

MAN VOICE (O.S.)

Come!!

INT. MASTER CHAMBERS

Abel is in DEMON form sitting Indian style on the floor surrounded by burning candles, many different types of BATTLE weapons hanged from the walls, long locks flowed down his back SUITING his big broad black wings. Eyes close, MEDITATING.

MONA

My prince, he’s here.

Abel opens his eyes they are black as the seventh gate darkness.

ABEL

Let’s not keep our guest waiting.

Mona has his trench coat open, Abel RETRACTS his wings, dressing arm by arm.

HALLWAY

Mona is on the right side of her prince, Abel walks with POWER and a sense of ENTITLEMENT, wearing a CROWN, living up to his birth right. They pass by a SLEW of gargoyles, demons, and other CREATURES of the seventh gate all bowing at the sight of the PRINCE.

ABEL

I know one thing is for sure.

MONA

What’s that my prince?

ABEL

Change is coming. I can feel it.

Continuing their walk through the long TORCH guided hallway a HELLION didn’t bow in Abel presents he STOPS, sticks his arm out holding Mona at a stand still, giving her a SALTY look--

ABEL (CONT’D)

Did that thing just spit in my face.

POWER STRUCK--
MONA
(to hellion)
You seem to have misplace your manners sir.

He tenses up, scared and SHAKY backs into the wall.

HELLION
I... I sorry my prince.

ABEL
I forgive you carry on.

Abel and Mona started on their way.

MONA
He still didn’t bow.

ABEL
Damn it. Your right, would you please?

MONA
My pleasure.

Mona turns around, snaps her BULLWHIP equip with steel tentacles. WHIP!! Wrapping around the hellion neck, she YANKS it popping his head off, it flies across the hall.

We see them walking towards the Great Hall Abel kicks the head. It rolls away.

INT. GREAT HALL - PARLOR

Greeted by the hands of his dark cabinet. Abel takes a seat places his crown on the table, across is DANTE, commander of the largest ARMY in the REALM, KING of the Three Circles.

Dante slouching in his chair as his men stand by holding his CAPE and CROWN, hands his cup of WINE to one of his soldiers.

AT TABLE

DANTE
Keep me waiting like some corpse on ice.

ABEL
Corpse. No, not King Dante your very much alive... for now.
DANTE
Please Abel stop it. I have enough women flattering me as is.

ABEL
Let’s get on with it. Or do you plan on staying for dinner?

DANTE
Only if Lilith is cooking.

Dante holds his hand out for his wine cup. Takes a SIP and hands it back to the soldier.

DANTE (CONT’D)
Speaking of the Devil. She will remain prisoner along with the other law breaking commanders of the realm. The treaty suggest peace for everyone, everywhere. I intend on keeping it that way.

ABEL
You mean the Angel act. You betrayed my mother to serve Lial in exchange for control over the hundred-five. There is no treaty you fought side by side with the enemy. Only to be rewarded as a false king... glorified keeper.

Dante gets up GAZES out the window. His hands behind his back fingers locked together.

DANTE
Mona. I see you have been consulting with Abel. Do tell him about his mother curse over him and his brother. And I beg you to tell him why.

Mona puts her hand on Abel shoulder. He BRUSHES her off. Those words BURNED him.

ABEL
My visit?

DANTE
Granted... only within the next three nights. Jockel knows how the circles turn.

(turns facing jockel)
Don’t you old friend?
Jockel stands HARD bodied arms folded. Complete silence he has no words just DISGUST for Dante.

Dante soldiers FORMS a path to the door. Before he exits--

Turns to Abel

DANTE (CONT’D)
O, the prince thing is only because I allow it. It carries no weight. If it causes any confusion. I will remove that crown along with your head.

Dante laughs his way out.

The DEMONS take their RESPECTED seats around the table, Mona and Abel share a quick AWKWARD glance.

VETIS
What gives him the right?

BRAHMA 
(to vetis)
He controls every army of our kind. Authority gives him the right.

MONA
The angels pulls Dante strings. He adopted power over the hundred-five. Lial promised him Lilith crown if he fought against her. By default he is--

Jockel heard enough. ENRAGED

JOCKEL
Quiet you fools!! Dante Is as weak now as he was when he served along side of Lilith. I say we attack free our queen and return the seventh gate to its prominence.

MONA
(to jockel)
How dare you challenge our prince jockel.

BRAHMA
(to mona)
Abel wants his mother back more than any of us. Am I right my prince?
They started to BICKER amongst each other.

We see Abel thinking, PLOTTING his next move.

ABEL
I am going to put an end to all of this.

The noise SUBSIDES as he spoke.

VETIS
To what prince Abel?

ABEL
To Dante. To the Angels. To their world order. To my mother’s prison sentence.

JOCKEL
(to Abel)
Dante will only allow you a few moments with her. He won’t take any chances. So what do you have in mind?

Mona reads Abel like an open book. She understood exactly how.

MONA
Cain.

ABEL
Yes. My brother has been gone for far too long. Time for him to come home.

MONA
My first trip to earth. I’m so excited.

INT. DANTE CARRIAGE - MOVING - DARK

Lial is sitting next to Dante as they roll away ESCORTED by the CONVOY of soldiers. Lial is ANXIOUS but hides it as best he possibly could.

LIAL
How did it go?

DANTE
The kid just craves power. He knows his place.
LIAL
Cain is at full strength. He is still vulnerable and Abel knows that if--

Dante hands Lial a cup of the DEMONIC TONIC. Lial takes it and tosses it out of the carriage.

DANTE
Keep Cain out of the seventh gate. And Abel will not leave the seventh gate. Therefore them being together remains impossible.

LIAL
We are doing our part.

DANTE
Your part. Your part was suppose to be done while Cain and Abel were merely walking. You created this mess.

LIAL
True. But that doesn't have anything to do with this plan. No Lilith, No Abel no destruction.

Dante pours another DRINK, shaking his head at the Angel. Taking a sip.

DANTE
The boy requested to visit his mother.

Lial laughs in DISBELIEF.

LIAL
Request denied.

DANTE
I granted it... out of respect for Lilith.

LIAL
You want to take a chance on her dark magic. She still has a hold on you. Even from the cell in your own prison.

Dante bangs on the ROOF stopping the carriage.

DANTE
This is where your ride ends.
LIAL
She stole those babies from the world.

DANTE
Her babies. She stole her babies from the world you stole from her.

LIAL
Yeah, thanks for the help. Cancel the visit Dante. Remember we both stand for the same thing. If she gains control over the hundred-five we--

DANTE
Goodbye!!

Lial gives Dante one last DISAPPOINTING look. He steps out. Dante bangs on the roof as the carriage moves along, he tosses another glass at Lial’s feet.

EARTH

EXT. HOUSE - BACKYARD - DAY

Elain, Simon, and Kyle are tossing a FRISBEE around the yard. Cain and Angie on the porch swing. Swaying back and forth.

CAIN
It's funny how active dad gets when she comes over.

ANGIE
She the only person that can get his lazy butt moving.

CAIN
She wants kids.

Angie GRINS kisses him on the cheek.

CAIN (CONT’D)
What’s that for?

ANGIE
You know Kyle calls me grandma Ang.

CAIN
Mmm-hmm.
ANGIE
I never quite understood why old
women want to be called nana. Every
sixty year old woman is nana.
Grandma Ang does me just fine.

Angie HINTS at Cain about another baby.

CAIN
Listen at you. And besides Kyle
ain’t going to share you with a new
born. He still think he’s your
baby.

ANGIE
Shoot. That boy is almost a man.
And he’ll throw me in front of a
bus to get to his mommy.

CAIN
(giggling)
Okay. Grandma Ang. Don’t get
carried away.

She grabs Cain’s hand.

ANGIE
You two are married. She loves you
dearly. Give that woman the
satisfaction of having your babies.

She frowns playfully.

SIMON (O.S.)
Heads up!!

Frisbee is coming at Angie. Cain catches it. Seconds before
it hits her.

ANGIE
Simon!!

SIMON (O.S.)
I said heads up woman.

Kyle is rolling in the grass laughing HYSTERICALLY. Cain
tosses it back. Elain plucks it out the sky. Blows him a
kiss.

INT. KITCHEN - TABLE

Angie pulls two apple PIES out the oven. Cuts one into
slices. Serves her family piece by piece.
ELAIN
Smells delicious, Mrs. Angie.

ANGIE
Call me mom. Ain’t gon tell you again.

ABEL (O.S.)
Can I call you mom?

Abel turns the corner into the kitchen. Dark shades. Dark suit. Very stylish.

Angie breaks down seven years worth of tears. Abel was a sight for SORE eyes. Cain carries his mother away afraid she might lose control.

SIMON
(wiping hands)
Mr. Nerves of steel... have a seat son.

Elain starts to leave. Not her place.

SIMON (CONT’D)
(to elain)
Where you going?

ELAIN
To give you two some privacy.

SIMON
Don’t be silly. Your much apart of this family as he is. Sit down and enjoy your pie.

She sits back down. Abel takes in her SCENT she stinks, REEKS of angels.

ABEL
(to elain)
Your perfume smells heavenly sis.

She JETS out the kitchen.

ABEL (CONT’D)
Scent of an angel.
(grabs a slice of pie)
I tell you pop, it feels like I never left.

SIMON
So did you do it? Did you kill all those people at that tity bar?
ABEL
I’m innocent. I came back to clear my name. And to get this shame off my family.

Simon sees Kyle staring at Abel.

SIMON
(to kyle)
This is your uncle Abel.

KYLE
(to abel)
Hi... my name is kyle.

ABEL
Boy, you know the last time I saw you--

The front door BURST open. Debra in a hurry follows her nose to the kitchen.

DEBRA
Sorry I’m late I had to--

Abel points at his sister stomach.

ABEL
Was in there.

DEBRA
Kyle lets go!!... Dad.

The sight of Abel turned her bad day worse. Kyle grabs her hand as they storm out the kitchen. SLAMS the door behind her.

SIMON
Everyone still loves you Abel. Just hurt about these accusations. As your father I believe you had nothing to do with it. Now is the time to put that demon to rest.

ABEL
I just wanted to apologize to mom. Than I will go turn myself in. And your right pop it is time for me to face this last demon.

Angie was at the bottom of the stairs listening. Goes back into the kitchen.
ANGIE
   (to abel)
   Take those shades off and come hug
   my neck.

Cain and Elain were trailing slowly behind Angie. Abel takes
his shades off (BEAT) Cain holds his breath. Abel winks at
his brother as he hugs Angie. His eyes are brown.

   CAIN
   (to angie)
   I have to get ready for work. Call
   you later.

Angie turns to cain wiping tears of joy.

   ANGIE
   But your brother just got home.
   Stay awhile.

   SIMON
   (to cain)
   Go to work son.

Elain didn't say goodbye, she heads to the car.

EXT. FIRE STATION - DAY - LATER

Cain is unloading equipment from the fire truck. DISTRACTED
by clapping. Abel is leaning against a stretch limo.

Cain goes to the edge of the road. His brother smiling cain
senses something is up.

   ABEL
   My brother the firefighter. Tell me
   when you running in and out of them
   burning buildings... Do your eyes
   stay brown?

   CAIN
   How did you do it Abel?

   ABEL
   What this?

He REPEATEDLY flips his eye color from brown to black.
Showing off his DEMON skills.

   ABEL (CONT'D)
   I found myself. Discovered the
   truth about who we are. Heighten
   my senses. Trained my body.
   (MORE)
ABEL (CONT’D)
Accepted who I am. Cause If I
didn’t I’ll probably be playing
around in burning buildings.
Wondering why I like it so much. Or
taking poison from some angels.

CAIN
I’m not you Abel we ain’t the same.

ABEL
This is sad. They really got you by
the wings. Cain do you know who our
mother is?

CAIN
I thought you were going to jail.

Abel PALMS cain forehead. His eyes turns solid black over the
contacts. Seeing the darkness Abel has been living. His
journey through the past SEVEN years.

Cain Breaks free--

ABEL
He lies. She lies. If you don’t
know who you are. Than Haziel has
done his job.

CAIN
Lilith... Is she alive?

Abel opens the limousine door.

ABEL
She is alive. Care to get a bite to
eat with your brother. I mean I am
going to jail. Who knows if I ever
see the light of day again.

Cain looks at the firehouse than at his brother. Abel steps
aside holding the door open for him like a CHAUFFEUR. Cain
steps off the curb. (BEAT)

CAIN
Your paying.

ABEL
But not praying. Lets eat.

Cain crawls in. Abel followed shuts the door. Limo spins off.
INT. DINER - BOOTH - SAME

Cain and Abel are laughing enjoying each other company. Not hard to see the brothers mis one another. Town people looking on seeing Abel as the killer he is marked as.

SIRENS alerted the brothers.

EXT. DINER

Cop cars surrounding Diner. Police officers draw down taking shelter behind their cruisers. SUV pulls up. A tall man steps out and walks into the diner--

INT. DINER - BOOTH

Their brother in-law MITCH mid 30’s, Homicide DETECTIVE been working Abel case the last two years. He Grabs a chair flips it backwards and joins them.

BOOTH

MITCH
(yells at customers)
I need everybody out!!

The people DISBURSED. Happy to leave.

MITCH (CONT’D)
How you doing cain... Abel. We almost forgot about you around here.

ABEL
Punkass Mitch. So did you come here to arrest me. Or cry to cain about how Debbie won’t sleep in the same room as you anymore.

CAIN
(to mitch)
Give us five minutes.

Mitch stands. Gets cuffs from his side pocket. Grabs Abel arm, his hand caught fire. Panic, Screams, Shaking the small flames loose.

Mitch stares into the darkness of Abel eyes. SCARIEST moment of his life.
Mitch... wait outside. You have my word.

Mitch backs off holding his hand. It still BURN.

ABEL
(to mitch)
Good dog.

He leaves the exit bell CLINGS!

Haziel and Lial both appeared. BOMB rushing Abel. Cain stands in front of them PROTECTING his brother.

HAZIEL
Step aside Cain!!

ABEL
Perfect. Now we can get down to the bottom of this. Brother the answers to all of your questions. Who better than Haziel to shed some light.

Abel nudges cain. He squeezes out the booth, standing beside his brother.

Cain is bothered by the angels faces. Their hiding something. He becomes SKEPTICAL. Haziel lost for words (BEAT)

LIAL
(to abel)
I’m going to personally see that you rot in the cell with your mother. That’s If I don’t kill you first.

Something about Lial choice of words rubbed Cain the wrong way. Haziel notices the discomfort on his face.

HAZIEL
(to lial)
We should go.

Haziel sees all hope in cain slipping away. He nods at him. We see the REGRET in his eyes. He wants to leave before abel starts to FUEL the fire burning deep inside of cain.

Without another word the angels vanish.

CAIN
I’ve been in the dark for too long. What’s goin on Abel?
ABEL
Find out for yourself. The ones that love you the most know the answers. The one that they try to keep you away from know the truth.

CAIN
Your here now-

ABEL
No my five minutes are up. I’m a wanted man and I’m tired of running. Cain... stop running.

Abel starts out the door.

EXT. DINER
Mitch is still STARTLED, walking towards abel with the handcuffs.

ABEL
If you want to re-live seven years ago, Try and cuff me.

Mitch puts the cuffs away. Through the stares of people and news cameras in his face, Abel calmly goes in the back of a SQUAD car.

INT. DINER
Cain watches as the squad car carries his brother away. We see a PUZZLED, DISTRAUGHT look on his face. Something missing, but what?

EXT. ABANDON BARNYARD - NIGHT
Cain is shirtless standing over a burning pile of wood. Nostrils flared inhaling the smoke. He feels incomplete and lost.

A TWIG snaps. Haziel is on the other side of the fire. Hands in his pocket hoping their is no TENSION.

HAZIEL
I was right about you, you know.

Cain looks up slow and uninterested.
CAIN
(very subtle)
What does that mean. Let me guess. This is the set up for some Haziel wisdom?

Haziel takes a step closer, cain moves. They circle each other as the flames glistens in their faces.

HAZIEL
No. You are the strongest demon I ever met. Holding in all of that fury, hatred inside of you. Takes a lot of courage.

CAIN
(sarcastic)
Flattered.

Both BEINGS came to a standstill Cain eyes locked on Haziel. DISTRUST growing stronger with every heartbeat.

HAZIEL
Abel has come back for you. He needs you for all the wrong reasons.

CAIN
Why do you need me?

Cain takes in more smoke. Tasting the ash. The FUMES gave him ADRENALINE rush. Haziel slowly approaches cain from the side. Cain eyes are BLACKENED for the first time.

Haziel places his hand on his sword. Alert and CAUTIOUS.

Cain flashes a GRIM smile.

HAZIEL
My job is not to save you. Only to guide you through dark times... and help you face them.

Haziel hands him the special inhaler. Cain tosses it in the fire.

CAIN
Tell me about my mother.

HAZIEL
Angie is the most--

Cain INTERCEPTS the fire from the wood, holding it to Haziel’s face.
CAIN
I think it likes me.

Haziel is NERVOUS. Cain is on the verge of DARKNESS.

Haziel steps back clears his throat.

HAZIEL
Our mission was simple. Dethrone Lilith. Rescue Cain. Kill Abel.

Cain shakes the fire out, Like a struck match.

CAIN
I’m listening.

HAZIEL
We underestimated her power. We didn’t know she ruled half of the legions in the dark realm. We were running out of soldiers and time. They just kept coming and coming. With every demon we killed ten more would fall from the sky ten times stronger.

CAIN
So how did you make it out alive? You should be dead if that was the case.

Haziel nods in agreement.

HAZIEL
We were captured by dante and his soldiers. On the way Lial and I convince him to join us. Help us fight. And with a victory he would take Lilith throne and become King of the entire realm.

CAIN
You made a deal with a Demon?

HAZIEL
Not just any demon. Dante was her first in command, he could reach her easily. The plan was to get us to the twisted gate and fight with the few men I had left.

CAIN
So you made a deal with a demon?
HAZIEL
In a matter of speaking... yes. We had to get you out, by any means.

CAIN
So why not kill my brother while he was still young?

HAZIEL
I wanted to. But Simon and Angie took to him, we figured if he had love than he could overcome the hate he was born with.

CAIN
And now.
(snaps fingers)
Just like that. Your gon kill him.

HAZIEL
If he plans on freeing Lilith. Than yes.

Cain laughs.

CAIN
Your going to have to kill me first.

Haziel realizes the fire had cain hypnotized. He looks at the sky. Changes weather. RAIN drops fell before the DOWNPOUR drowned out the fire.

The smoke clear. Cain turns away headed to car.

HAZIEL
Cain!!

He throws him another INHALER.

HAZIEL (CONT’D)
Stay out of the fire.

Cain pockets it walks away. Haziel stood thinking. He’s playing CHESS against Abel, with only his King left on the board.

INT. GROCERY STORE - AISLE 7 - DAY

Mothers shopping. Employees working. Kids entertaining themselves. Angie picking off the shelves. Throwing items in her buggy. Can foods. Dry peas. Rice. Elain strolling alongside of her TEXTN, or surfing the WEB.
Angie standing on her tiptoes knocks a can on the floor, THUMP. It rolls down the aisle.

ANGIE

Shoot.

Elain heard it hit the floor. She snickers, still looking at her PHONE.

ELAIN

(jokingly)
Clean up on aisle seven.

ANGIE

HA. HA. HA... If it happens to explode Ima blame it on you.

Can ROLLS, ROLLS, ROLLS.... Until--

Its stopped by a High Heel shoe. Mona bends. Picks it up. Walks It over to Angie.

MONA

It’s trying to escape.

ANGIE

(taking can)
Yeah. It jumped out at me. Thank you so much.

Elain catches a GLIMPSE. Than pockets her phone. Gives mona her UNDIVIDED.

MONA

(to elain)
Elain... How dare you stand there and not speak to me.

ANGIE

(to elain)
Elain don’t be rude. Do you know this lovely young woman.

MONA

We dated those brothers back in high school. Cain and Abel.

Elain COLD stares into mona DECEITFUL eyes.

ANGIE

(gasps)
Those are my boys. You know Cain and Elain are married now.
MONA
Really. I got no invite. Shame on you elain. We used to be such good friends.

Angie gives elain a light spank on her butt.

ELAIN
(agitated)
Sorry mona. Must of slip my mind.

Angie leans on the buggy bars. CAPTIVATED by mona.

ANGIE
You should come by for dinner tonight.

ELAIN
She has no reason to. What I mean is Abel is not around. I’m sure he rather be the one to introduce her to the family.

ANGIE
(to elain)
AHH! Don’t be silly.

MONA
(loud whisper)
No worries. All of your secrets are safe with me.

WINKS at her.

Elain makes a fist ready to throw a PUNCH. Angie grabs her by the wrist, never saw her daughter in-law react towards anyone so VIOLENT.

MONA (CONT’D)
(to angie)
I would absolutely love to come.

ANGIE
Great!
(writing on scrap paper)
Here is my address and phone number incase you get lost. Or have any questions.

Mona takes the paper.

MONA
See you later...
(to elain)
(MORE)
O’ nice to see you again. Maybe we can catch up over dinner. For old times sake.

ELAIN
Looking forward to it.

ANGIE
Nice meeting you... Sorry what’s your name again dear.

MONA
Mona.

ANGIE
Well I have to get this food on the table before it gets to late. See you their.

Angie pushes along. Elain follows, passes by mona.

MONA
Later.

INT. CAR - MOVING - DARK

ELAIN
Sorry for storming out earlier today.

ANGIE
Abel has a way of getting under people skin. Its okay... But why did you have a attitude with mona?

ELAIN
Mona is trouble. I haven’t seen her in years. We don’t have much in common.

ANGIE
Cain and Abel.

Elain shrugs. Lowers the mirror adjusting her hair and make up. Folds it back.

ELAIN
Mrs. Angie

ANGIE
Mom. How many times... call me mom. Miss. Mona might have a point about you being bad with names.
Mona name gave her an UNCOMFORTABLE feeling.

ELAIN
Sorry... Mom. Do you think Abel
killed those people?

ANGIE
Abel is not the most joyous person
to be around. But a killer I highly
doubt it. I’m just happy he is
home. My son is a lot of things.
But a killer no, not my Abel.

Elain brushes through angie’s grey hair with her fingers.
Smiling as they Cruise along. They turn onto a --

OVERPASS

ELAIN
Boy do the world, need more people
like you in it.

Grey clouds moved over the moon. Making the Night sky appear
darker. All of the stars FADED away.

ANGIE
My mother once told me. When clouds
take place in front of the moon. It
means the devil is beating his wife

Elain spins her head around. Sure she saw something SWOOP
down. She sees a demon flash in the side mirror. Before she
could react, BANG!! Car was RAMMED, Fish tails.

INT/EXT. CAR - SPINNING

Angie is Screaming for dear Life. Elain Grabs the Wheel, with
a slight turn... Car loses balance. Flipping. (BEAT)

INT. CAR - UPSIDEDOWN - OVERPASS

Elain vision is OBSCURED as she came to. Angie has blood
DRIPPING down her forehead. WHAM!! Elain kicks the windshield
out of the car. Starts pulling Angie’s UNRESPONSIVE body out.
Checks her pulse. Starts CPR.

Mona hits the ground. Walking towards the wreck car. Dragging
her WHIP, Its SMOTHERED in FIRE. Lashes it IGNITING the car,
Elain quickly pulls Angie body further away.
EXT. CAR - OVERPASS

Mona is standing behind her. Elain turns to her FIST. BAM!!
Knocks her to the ground as the fire INCHED closer, to the
two UNCONSCIOUS bodies.

    MONA
    (demonic laughter)
    Later.

She takes off to the sky. Leaving them to burn.

EXT. HOUSE - DAY

Mona dressed in a cop uniform comes out the door. Elain is
pulling in the driveway. Mona winks at her. Gets in the
STOLEN police car speeds off.

INT. HOUSE - LIVING ROOM

Cain sitting, Head buried in his hands. He looks up at Elain.
She sees the REDNESS in his eyes from crying. Her throat
TIGHT. Mouth dry as cotton.

Simon walks in stops Tries to force a smile. She notices the
pain he tried to CONCEAL.

    SIMON
    (to cain)
    I think I’m goin to take a drive.

His voice sad as his face. She quickly runs through the
SCENARIO in her mind Mona leaving the house.

Cain and Simon GRIEVING.

She tries to HUG him. Simon side steps her, on his way out.

    ELAIN
    Cain.

He slams her Drivers Licensed on the coffee table.

    CAIN
    The cop brought it by. They found
    it in my mom’s car.

    ELAIN
    (tearing up)
    Cain... I-
CAIN
You left her to die!!

Elain starts bawling. Shaking her head in denial.

ELAIN
NO!! NO!! NO!! I saved her... I pulled her away from the-

Cain jumps up in her face.

CAIN
(yelling angrily)
How could you leave her out there Elain? Did you least check to see if she was still breathing!!

ELAIN
(crying)
I saved her I did cain. I pulled her out of the Fire. And I thought she was Okay.

CAIN
BULLSHIT!!

HAZIEL (O.S.)
I pulled Elain away cain.

Haziel enters the room.

HAZIEL (CONT’D)
She tried to revive your mother. But angie died on impact. That cop was a demon cain.

Elain drops her head. ASHAMED. Cain now more SUSPICIOUS than angry.

He SQUINTS. Eye brows lowered.

CAIN
(to Haziel)
Do you know my wife?

Elain was on her GUILT trip. She has to come clean.

ELAIN
I’m your guardian... your angel cain. Always has been. Please understand I didn’t plan on us... love, marriage.
CAIN
Wait, wait, wait. Your an Angel. So this whole time you knew what I was?

Elain nods.

ELAIN
I wanted to tell you. I did. Just.

CAIN
Why the hell would you want to marry a demon? I’m confused. You two. What did you have planned--

Cain loses his words.

Hazel takes a closer step to cain.

HAZIEL
Elain is one of the few strong enough. These demons are deceitful.

CAIN
Angels you angels are deceitful. (to elain)
You tricked me. Used me. Lied to me. I’m guessing he sent you to kill my brother?

She nods again.

ELAIN
I love you cain. I would be more than happy to give my wings--

Cain FLIPS his eyes the Blackness devoured the brown contacts. Elain stalls.

Her first look into his DEMONIC side.

CAIN
I trusted both of you. And return you let my mother die. And tried to turn me against my brother. Kill demons, I’m a demon. Kill me!!

Cain rips off his shirt. Spreading wings for first time. Their Big and black as DARKNESS. Tips of them are WHITE.

Showing the PURITY still inside of him.

Elain REACHES out to him. BOOM!! Cain EXPLODES through the roof.
Elain expands her wings. Haziel grabbing her arm.

HAZIEL
Patience... wait and see what he does first.

She JERKS away from him. With a CRUEL look.

ELAIN
It’s all your fault.

EXT. ROOFTOP - JAIL - DAY

Cain stands on top of the building. Lial is across from him. Waiting, ANTICIPATING his next move. Looking like to boxers coming out of their corners. Meeting in the center.

Lial looking into the dark eyes of the DEMON cain. He is no threat. Not at the moment.

LIAL
It’s true cain. We have been keeping tabs on you. I warned Haziel, Elain was falling for you. I should of pulled her out long ago.

CAIN
What exactly was her job description?

Lial takes a deep breath. PRAYING cain keeps his calm DEMEANOR, Not knowing how strong he really is. Lial tries to be positive OPTIMISTIC the talk don’t turn sour.

LIAL
Kill abel... Neutralize cain. We know how you feel about your brother. So--

CAIN
So you needed her to distract me.

LIAL
Blame me cain. Not Haziel or your wife.

Cain GRUNTS

CAIN
She ain’t my wife. Not only will I blame you. I’m holding you accountable.

(MORE)
CAIN (CONT'D)
For whatever destruction that’s about to happen next.

LIAL
Destruction? Words of a demon from someone, with a heart of an angel. Your more valuable than the evil beneath you.

CAIN
Wrong again. I witness the angel way. They lie. Used me. And left my mother to die alone.

LIAL
Think. Who do you think is responsible? Who really has Angie’s blood on his hands?

Lial felt something warm, wet running down his wrist. BLOOD filling in his PALMS.

He raises his hands to his face.

Cain picks him up by the neck. Throws him. CRASH!! His body nearly skated off the building.

CAIN
You!!

Lial raises up HURT.

LIAL
Peace on earth. Cain your peace on earth.

CAIN
Not for long. And that evil beneath me, is my blood.

Cain starts STOMPING on the roof. BOOM!! BOOM!! BOOM!! The building shakes.

INT/EXT. JAIL

Inmates are looking up to the crack ceiling. EARTHQUAKE from the sky.

Another big STOMP. CRASH!! Cain falls through. Triggers ALARMS.
INT. ABEL’S CELL

Abel dusting debris off his lap.

ABEL
I see somebody decided to drop in on me.

CAIN
Thought you could use a visit from big brother.

ABEL
Big brother. Prove it.

CAIN
Maybe later lets get out of here.

Abel WINGS sprout from his spine.

ABEL
Shall we?

Mitch and other cops are running down the cell hallway.

CAIN
Lead the way.

Abel burst through the hole.

Mitch has a gun pointed at cain back.

MITCH
Freeze!!

Cain turns to mitch. His dark eyes caught him off guard. He lowers his gun. SHOCKED

Cain flies out of the hole. Lial charges after him. Grabs cain by the ankle.

Abel BLASTS!! A fireball into Lial’s face. The angel loses his grip on cain. Falling backwards out of the sky.

EXT. SEVENTH GATE - DARKNESS

Cain and Abel are shirtless. Wings resting on their backs. Walking through the dark GLOOMY land.

GARGOYLES and other types of DEMONIC soldiers fixing their eyes on cain. They bow.

Cain confused. SECRETLY he likes the attention.
ABEL
As you can see. We are royalty here.

CAIN
Something to get use to.

A bull drawn carriage pulls in front of them. They get in. A six mile ride to the Palace.

INT. CARRIAGE - MOVING

The ride is smooth. Cain TENSE. Not knowing what to expect.

CAIN
So hell is home?

ABEL
 Been around those angels to long.
 We my brother are in the seventh gate. We can set fire to the skies if we choose. This is Hell’s paradise. Built by our mother, the Queen.

CAIN
The seventh Gate.

Abel has two CHAMPAIGN glasses. Gets a dark bottle from under the seat. Pours the dark TONIC into both glasses. Douses the drinks into Flames. Hands cain a glass.

ABEL
CHEERS!!

Cain questions the drink. It couldn’t be safe. Demon instincts take over. Taps glasses with his brother.

CAIN
(hoisting glass)
To the seventh gate.

Abel liked that toast. Double taps. They drink.

Cain swallows it. Holds his glass out for another. Abel pours again. Smiling, now feeling one with his brother again.

INT. PALACE

A GHOULISH butler greets them at the door.
SPOOK
Prince Abel. Prince Cain welcome home. May I show you to your room sir.

Abel pats Cain on the shoulder.

ABEL
Go ahead. When you finish meet me in the dining hall.

They share a quick hug.

The spook leads Cain up a winding staircase.

UPSTAIRS
The spook stops at a door. Opens it.

INT. CAIN CHAMBERS
Room size of an apartment. Baby pictures of him and Abel. Black burning candles gives him that smell, the demon CRAVED.

Cain walks to the bed. Picks up a crown. It had the C initial. Puts it on, taking over him. His eyes are darker. Feeling stronger. Now a FULL-FLEDGED demon.

INT. DINING ROOM - TABLE
Cain was a BLUR, entering the room. Abel and his hands are sitting. Eating a feast for Kings.

ABEL
(tipping his crown)
Those sevens look good on you brother.

Fellow members of the COVENANT were taking back seeing Cain in the palace. In their world.

ABEL (CONT’D)
Have a seat brother.

Abel lifts his head at Mona. She gets up. Lends her seat to Cain. Mona stands behind Abel’s chair.

Cain sits.

Looking over the demons. He knew they still saw him as the Angels personal pet.
ABEL (CONT’D)
Well I see you guys don’t have any respect for my brother... This is his welcome home!!

JOCKEL
My apologies Prince Cain.

VETIS
Excuse my rudeness Prince Cain.

MONA
Glad to have you back Prince Cain.

ABEL
Sorry brother. They seem to think your more of the Angelic type.

CAIN
(to abel)
Than they should take a closer look.

Mona walks over and pours Cain a drink of TONIC. Gives Abel googly eyes on her way out.

ABEL
(to cain)
We agreed on attacking the Three Circles. Brahma should be back any minute with the castle layout.

CAIN
What’s in the Three Circles?

JOCKEL
(to cain)

ABEL
Lilith. Our mother is held prisoner there.

Cain glances at each demon sitting at the table. Their eyes BLAZING. WAR was on their minds. Cain still felt the HOSTILITY towards him. DETERMINED to prove his worth.

CAIN
With you to the end brother.

ABEL
I know you are. I can’t do it without you.

Lays out the MAP on the table.

BRAHMA
The entire castle. All three circles.

Abel walks around the table. Spreads the map. Two large overlapping circles. a third one slightly smaller in between. Castle inside of it.

ABEL
(to brahma)
Where is she being held?

Brahma points at the third circle.

BRAHMA
Here... There are cells beneath the castle.

All demons are huddled around the map.

VETIS
Looks easy.

JOCKEL
Try damn hard.

Jockel flips the map towards him. Familiar with the Three Circles.

JOCKEL (CONT’D)
(pointing at map)
The castle is trapped inside the third circle. Every five minutes the circles turn. They rotate. Making it difficult for anyone to infiltrate. Breaking in will be hard. His soldiers are dangerous and the best killers of any legion.

VETIS
(to jockel)
How do you know their the best.

JOCKEL
(to vetis)
Because I trained them... Nothing easy about it.
Abel turns the map his way. REVIEWING the layout. Takes jockel words in consideration. He starts cooking up a plan for an attack.

Cain adds his two sense.

CAIN
(pointing at a circle)
We send soldiers here. If we can break through this wave the other soldiers would have to leave their post. To help protect the first circle.

ABEL
Right. Jockel, you and Vetis will lead some men at cain’s point of attack. I want Brahma and Mona in the air. Taking out all eyes in the watch towers.

BRAHMA
Another thing your mothers asp. Dante keeps it hidden. I never saw it.

CAIN
(to brahma)
Leave all things concerning my mother to me and Abel.

ABEL
(to brahma)
Good job my friend... Damn good job.

Abel snaps his fingers. Mona returns with a handful of beautiful SERPENTS. She has a platter of flaming demon TONIC. Serving everyone.

Their feast turned into a pre-victory celebration.

Mona watches cain from the corner of her eye. Smells the Angel on him.

EXT. THREE CIRCLES - TOP OF HILL - DARKNESS

Cain and Abel stood on top of a rocky hill. Abel looking down at his army as they marched towards the Castle.

His wings spread. Armor made of black shiny steel. The number seven imprinted, representing his LEGION.
ABEL
Its funny knowing Haziel and Lial helped grew Dante’s army. Do you know why he wanted me dead?

CAIN
I’m sure your going to tell me.

ABEL
To keep us apart. He needed you in his puppet show... After this I promise you. The great Haziel’s show will come to an end.

Abel raises his hand.
Cain expands his wings. Ready for battle.
Abel drop his hand. SIGNALING the attack.

They CHARGE!!

INT. THREE CIRCLES - FIRST CIRCLE

Jockel and Vetis heads the attack. Thousands of DEMON soldiers behind them all equip with razor sharp swords. SLAUGHTERING their fellow demons, turned enemies. BLOOD spilling. Heads rolling. Its the WAR abel envision.

The deeper they went inside the stronger their opponents became.

TOP OF HILL

Abel signals to the AIR. Brahma and Mona fly above leading an air raid of flying demons. SNIPING out Dante’s men. Sparking a fight in the dark sky.

The brothers watch on. The fight shifted in the CIRCLES favor.

ABEL
Its our time brother. Find our mother. I will go after the asp.

CAIN
Abel. It is our time. But this is your moment. I’ll get the asp. Bring her home.
DARK SKY

Wing by wing. The brothers soaring through the sky.

BOOM!! BOOM!! Both landing back to back inside of the second circle.

INT. SECOND CIRCLE/SPINNING PARLOR

Candles gave off a little light. Stomping came from the walls. The room was more of a death trap. Doors were in each crescent of the room. WHOOSH! At once all doors burst open.

The circles started spinning. Cain and Abel found themselves surrounded. As TWENTY heavily armored soldiers flooded the room. They had horns. Teeth like sharks. Arms size of mountains. Mask hiding their Hideous faces. Raising their weapons at the brothers. GROWLING at Cain and Abel.

Cain’s eyes started scorching. Puffs of smoke flowing from Abel’s mouth. He made two tight fist. Blades wrapped spirally from his wrist to his elbows. Taps them together setting fire to the weapons.

Cain draws a cold black SWORD from his sheath. Sharper than anything SPUN from demons. Squeezes handle. a dark Fire shoots from bottom of the Blade to the top.

Their foes attack. We see the brothers showing off their skills. Both slicing. Chopping heads. Stabbing. Kicking. Punching. Fast as they came dieing even faster.


After damage was done. They split up. Searching the circles.

INT. TUNNEL - CASTLE

Cain treads quietly. Walks through a tunnel, leads to a golden door. He has to be inside the castle. Again the circles rotate.

Cain is now standing on the other side of the golden door.

INT. GOLDEN ROOM

He turns around. Darkness filled the room. Specs of gold SHIMMERING off the walls. Sheaths his sword.
His hands are out feeling his way through the darkness. Every step he took, had him on edge.

**DANTE (O.S.)**
Haziel idea. Was to kill one and save the other. For mankind sake. What a theory he had... I kept reminding him. Those are Lilith’s children.

Cain follows the strong DEMONIC voice. He catches a glimpse of light.

Dante stood in front of him. Holding a torch. Strikes the wall with it setting fire to the room.

He realizes this huge demon is Dante. Behind him was a glass case. Dante takes his CROWN off. Sits it on the case.

The asp was in SPEAR form. Locked away.

**CAIN**
You have to give it to those angels. Always hoping for the best.

He towered over Cain. Dante was more than seven feet. Very INTIMIDATING. He reaches for his crown. Places it on his head.

**DANTE**
King of the Three Circles. Peace keeper of the realm... Commander of all armies in every legion... I am Dante!!

**CAIN**
Some intro. I just stop by to pick up something.

Dante sucks his teeth. Points at the ASP.

**DANTE**
The snake stays. Consider this a fair warning. You being Haziel’s stooge and all. Under a different circumstance you would be dead. Leave now and you will be forgiven.

**CAIN**
There is a war taking place. I feel a little safer down here with you.

Attempts to walk past Dante. The demon King steps in his way blocking his path to the ASP. Cain steps the other way.

INT. THIRD CIRCLE - PRISON CELLS 105

Abel knee deep in the COLD water. Adjust his eyes. Hundreds of cells on platforms. Leaders of the hundred-five were held prisoner here. Eyeing him as he passes them.

The largest cell was straight ahead. Standing alone. Abel walks up two steps. Dripping wet. Peeps inside the bars.

Lilith turns to him. She is in demon form. Chained and Shackles restraining her. She is weak. Feathers missing from her dark broken wings. Smiles at Abel.

Her voice Hoarse and Sore.

LILITH
(raspy)
Abel... My dear child. I knew you would come.

ABEL
Sorry I took so long mother.

She limps over to the bars. Touches his face.

LILITH
It will come for you.

A loud ROAR!! Sent shock waves down Abel’s spine. A heard of GRIZZLY beast Charging through the water. Headed for him.

Abel blows Fire sending flames at the animals. They DISAPPEARED. (BEAT)

One huge DEMONIC monster emerged from the flaming waters.

ROARS in his face.

INT. GOLDEN ROOM

Dante tosses Cain across the room. He glides through the air. Crashes on his back. Dropping his sword. Cain nose is bloody. Dante Flexes. Cain picks up his weapon.

Dante Laughs. Draws a Double Edged sword twice the size of Cain’s.

DANTE
You fool. Who Dare challenge me!!

Slithering across the floor. Dante has his sword above Cain. KILL SHOT. The poisonous snake Latches at his leg. Dante screams.

Cain cuts Dante across the face. He falls to the floor. Cain stood over the King. Sword at his neck. Second guess himself.

CAIN
I just wanted the damn snake, your highness.

The snake transforms into the SPEAR. Cain picks it up and rushes away.

INT. PRISON 105

The beast has Abel in MID air. Claws digging in his neck. Abel slashes the beast skin. Can’t get free. It raises the other claw. Swiping abel across the face. Another loud ROAR!! Squeezes abel neck. Digging Deeper. Deeper. Deeper. Until--

WHOOSH!! The Spear IMPALES the SAVAGE. Tail of the steel ASP, sticking out. Inches away from Abel’s heart. It continues to ROAR!! Fighting its death. Stumbles Backwards.

Abel runs at the Beast with his BLADES. SWIPE!! At the neck. Cutting its throat. It falls into the water.

We see the COMMANDERS of the 105 watching Cain as he walks through the water. Demons leaders realizes he might determine their fate.

ABEL
Damn you cain!

Cain approaches.

CAIN
You mean thanks cain. For saving my ass.

Lilith reaches both hands out to her boys. No longer her Babies. Still she SAVORED the moment. Cain and Abel, takes her hand.

ABEL
We come to set you free mother.
Abel was OVERJOYED. Cain never saw his Brother smile. Not until this moment.

LILITH
No worries. You two have done enough. Just stand back.

They move away from the bars.

ASP takes snake form. CRAWLING to it’s Queen. SNAP!! SNAP!! Bites the chains. Slowly Wraps around her body.

She starts to heal. Her wings returned dark beauty. Bruises faded away. The poisonous snake REVIVED the DARK MOTHER!! Lilith’s eyes glow black. CLANK!! CLANK!! Prison bars fall apart.

Steps out. Touches her boys faces. Happy. Not happy. Her babies are gone.

LILITH (CONT’D)
Men... My beautiful babies are now men.

She starts moving with a sense of URGENCY. The commanders bowed in their cells as she passed. She turns and sees Cain tending to Abel wound. Lilith walks over. Puts her hand over it. His pain is gone. Wound healed.

LILITH (CONT’D)
Hurry. We must be on our way.

Walking through the long prison cells. Lilith nose catches a MUSK on her son.

LILITH (CONT’D)
Cain. My son. Why didn’t you kill Dante?

CAIN
No need to. I got what I came for.

RESTRAINS herself from EXPLODING on her beloved child. As the walk continued. DISCOMFORT set in Cain.

LILITH
Fire in the sky son. We will set fire to the sky. Abel should have had you better prepared.

ABEL
Sorry mother. Time was working against us. I had--
LILITH
Silence. No excuses.

Cain and Abel exits behind their mother.

INT. HALLWAY - CASTLE

Dante HOBBLING. Holding his leg. Deep gash on his face bleeding. His veins turning greenish purple. Snakes poison sets in. Struggles to keep his footing. Press his back against the wall for support.

Lilith’s Laughing. Turns the corner. Walking towards him. Cain and Abel still trailing her.

DANTE
Who in the Hell do you think you are?

LILITH
I am. Always has been Queen. And now its time to claim what’s rightfully mine.

DANTE
Earth...
(coughing)
I forgot. You think it belongs to you.

Lilith take ASP off her shoulders. Wraps it around his neck. She steps back. Cain and Abel watching on. It starts SQUEEZING out little life left. She softly rubs his face.

Snake gets tighter and tighter. Dante falls to both knees. Looks up at Cain.

DANTE (CONT’D)
(choking)
Your better... Overcome her... Not brothers keeper.

LILITH
Really Dante? That was your best shot. Okay, Okay. Cain my sweet.

He steps beside her. She pulls his sword. SHOVES it in his hand.

LILITH (CONT’D)
His crown is the key to our future. Take it. And we shall return home. With Vengeance.
Cain hesitates. GAZES into his mother’s SADISTIC dark eyes. NO other option. Thrusts the blade into Dante neck. SPLAT!! Blood paints the wall.

They stood in the puddle of blood.

LILITH (CONT’D)
Abel. Take the traitors head. Pike it so that the angels know who’s back in charge.

Abel RIPS the head from Dante shoulders. Walking away. Cain eases on behind him.

Lilith clears her voice. Snaps her fingers. Both boys stop at her Demanding request.

LILITH (CONT’D)
Cain... the crown.

Cain goes back. Picks it out of the blood. Abel grows JEALOUS of his brother. Angie’s favorite son. NO way he would lose his real mother to him.

INT. THREE CIRCLES - FIRST CIRCLE

As the war raged on. Lilith appearance OVERSHADOWED the fighting. Walking FURIOUS through the Kingdom. Dante’s soldiers sees Abel carrying their Kings head. Cain holding the blood drench crown. (BEAT)

Suddenly The Three Circles army threw down their weapons. All falling to Lilith’s feet. She has a TWISTED smile on her face. Leading her boys out of the First Circle entrance.

EXT. THREE CIRCLES - CASTLE

Seventh Gate soldiers are celebrating. VICTORIOUS. Their enemies are on the ground at the Queens feet. Abel battle scars still fresh, holds up the BLOODY former kings head for his demons to see. To sounds of more CHEERING. Cain has crown by his side. Lilith leads her boys to awaiting bull drawn carriage.

EXT. SEVENTH GATE - PALACE - POOL

Lilith swimming in hot black SWAMPY water. Her Asp attached to her as usual. More Demons sat pool side. Conversing amongst each other. Others eating, drinking. Celebration for their Queens return home. Jockel struts over.
Dante’s crown is his left hand. Bending over the pool. Trying to get her attention.

JOCKEL
My queen. A word with you.

LILITH
(while swimming)
Can it not wait.

JOCKEL
I’m afraid not.

LILITH
Sure it can. Come... come take a swim with me brother.

JOCKEL
Lily I need you out of the water now.

She swims to the stairs. Walks up to jockel. Her snake covered her lady parts no towel needed.

LILITH
What’s the problem?

Jockel hands her the crown.

JOCKEL
I couldn’t release the commanders from the prison. It knew I didn’t suppose to have it.

LILITH
Yes... I have forgotten the way it works. Cain killed Dante. Damn me he is the key to the hundred-five.

JOCKEL
Should I go and fetch him?

Lilith quickly walks away.

LILITH
He is gone. Round up!

INT. PALACE - ABEL CHAMBERS

Abel laying face down. Stretched out on a table. Mona massaging his shoulders. He is stressing. By rubbing his TENSED body she knew the PAIN he was feeling.
ABEL
I watched her put our future in his hands. I put the work in. It was me who rescued her. Cain would still be a damn angel if not for me! This was my plan. And I stood there. Watching her crush my dreams.

MONA
Get a hold of yourself. Anger will not solve this problem. Everything is going to go your way. And soon you will be king.

Abel gets off the table. Sitting in a chair.

ABEL
I remember the time. You told me Cain fate was to protect mankind. Me on the other hand. Death by the hands of an angel... Turns out. That angel is my brothers wife.

MONA
I think you beat those odds. Let me worry about elain.

She moves over sitting in Abel lap. Kissing him the two engage in a deep PASSIONATE kiss.

BOOM!! The doors fly off the HINGES. Lilith enters with the snake in spear form.

LILITH
Mona!

She slaps her out of her sons lap. Mona hits the floor. Picks her up by the hair. CHOKING her.

LILITH (CONT’D)
I thought you were capable of watching over Abel. Your lust for my son will kill you. You corrupt his mind and challenge my power!

She lets her grip go.

MONA
(catching breath)
Abel has become a great leader. You ask me to train him and I--

Lilith points the spear at her throat.
LILITH
Nothing but a servant. My son does not love you. Careful with your next words. They might be your last.

Mona slides across the floor. Gets up. Escaping Lilith’s WRATH. Gives Abel a PITIFUL look as she leaves.

Abel stands.

ABEL
I fall in love with my own kind. I’m punished for it. Cain marries an angel and you reward him.

LILITH
There is no time for that. We have to find your brother. Lets go!

She starts towards the open hole. Abel not following.

ABEL
What gives you the right? What makes Cain so much better than me? I been here waiting to rule next to my mother... while cain clueless and married to that angel. He is not the one I am!

WHOOSH!! She points the spear at Abel the dark magic picks him off his feet. Flying across the room. BOOM!! Explodes through the wall.

LILITH
You are sadly mistaken. Their is only one ruler. Me. Your first and only priority is to listen to me. This is why you and cain were meant to be my babies forever. To stay obedient and out of my way.

EARTH

INT. HOUSE - LIVING ROOM

Cain on the couch flipping through a photo album. Pictures of Angie and Simon vacation, honeymoon.

Simon joins his son. Tosses the cordless phone on the recliner. Happy to see cain home.
SIMON
Boy I tell you that woman was the love I never would of known if she didn’t come along.

Cain caught his tears before they fell. Drops the album on the table. Changing subject.

CAIN
On the phone for a long time old man.

SIMON
Yeah. Insurance man.

CAIN
Alright pop. Don’t be plotting on me now.

SIMON
AHH dont be foolish... on a serious note I know what happen to the roof. I know what you are. I just pray that you don’t let what you are. Conflict with who you are.

CAIN
Honestly. I don’t know who I am anymore.

SIMON
I know that you ain’t no damn demon.

CAIN
I am-

A familiar voice came from the stairs.

ELAIN (O.S.)
A father.

She comes into the room. A baby girl CRADLED in her arms.

SIMON
Deb and Kyle pulling up excuse me.

Simon kisses baby on the head. Goes out to Debra car.

Cain anger with Elain DIMINISHED. His baby girl took the RAGED, HATRED from his heart.

She hands him the baby girl.
ELAIN
Amelia... I know its Angie’s middle
name. Please don’t be mad.

CAIN
No. I love it.

Cain DEMONIC senses are stronger now. He smells the FOUL
stench of Angel on elain. The demon wanted her dead. But he
felt more like the human cain.

Holding the baby closer to his heart. Cain reaches out for
Elain. She takes his hand folds in his arms. Her body MELTING
the touch she has been MISSING. LONGING for.

CAIN (CONT’D)
So you told pop about me?

ELAIN
How else would I be able to explain
a giant hole in the ceiling.

An unexpected KISS from cain made her feel lighter than a
butterfly. She pulls away from his lips.

ELAIN (CONT’D)
I was sent here to kill Abel. Lial
is my Grand. Hazel is my father-

Cain INTERRUPTS with a quick kiss.

CAIN
And you are my wife.

BOOM!! Back door EXPLODES like a BOMB hit it. Shreds of the
wood Blasting inside the living room.

The Light bulbs FLICKERS. Black rain fell from the sky. As
the sun dies. Darkness falls.

Sound of CLAPPING hands traveling from the back of the house.
Growing louder, as she enters the living the room...

LILITH
Truth does hurt after all. My demon
seed is in love with the one who’s
chosen to kill his brother. Shame
on me for punishing abel for loving
his own kind. Cain my sweet...

Lilith focus turns on Elain. Now face to face with her
NEMESIS. Elain not backing down. Holding her ground. LIGHTING
breaks across the sky. Hazel and Lial appears inside the
house. Joining the CONFRONTATION in simon’s living room.
HAZIEL
Lilith you are out of order.

LILITH
Cant you see Im a grandmother now.
And no invitation to the baby
shower. We like those things. Right
jockel.

BAM!! Jockel kicks in the front door a BLADE to simon throat.
Shaking his head. Abel walks in. He is in demon form kyle
tight by his side. SHOCKING sight for simon.

Cain looking over his family. Than at his DEMON family. He
knows what he has to do.

CAIN
It's me you came here for!

HAZIEL
No Cain!

CAIN
Haziel!
(stern look)
I just wanted to see everybody for
the last time.

LILITH
(to cain)
Son there will be nothing to return
back to. Our new world is on the
brink.

Simon tries to break free. Jockel powers CRIPPLES him. Jockel
Foot on his chest.

SIMON
(on floor)
This is a Christian home. Satan is
not welcome here!

JOCKEL
(mockingly)
Hallelujahs!

LILITH
(to simon)
Never met Satan before. If I do I
will be sure to let him know that.
CAIN
(to elain)
I killed Dante. I know what happens next.

ELAIN
(to cain)
I love you.

LILITH
Shut up. Both of you.

The baby starts crying. Lilith sees flashes of her once infants in her arms. She smiles at the baby.

LILITH (CONT’D)
(to cain)
May I.

She stretches out her arms.

CAIN
No time mother. We got much more important things to do.

Lilith snaps out of her TRANCE.

LILITH
Let them go.

Jockel takes his foot off simon. Abel didn’t. He held on to kyle.

ABEL
Once again. Cain speaks and we-

CAIN
(to abel)
Are you disobeying mothers orders brother?

The angels glances at each other. Respecting Cain attempt to get the demons out of the earth.

LILITH
Abel.. Let the boy go cain is right we have more intriguing things to do. Come.

Abel pushes kyle on the floor. Falling on top of simon. Abel smirks.

ABEL
Me killed by an angel.
He laughs. Elain takes a step towards him. Cain shakes his head at her.

EXT. OUTSIDE - FRONT YARD

Angels surrounded Lilith and jockel as they stood in front yard. Brahma had Debra by her hair.

    LILITH
    (to brahma)
    Release her.

He shoves her against the car. She turns SPITS in his face. Runs inside the house.

    LILITH (CONT’D)
    (shouting)
    Cain and Abel... shall we. This is a sickening sight for your mother.

INT. HOUSE - LIVING ROOM

Cain is checking on everyone. Picks up kyle than simon.

    SIMON
    You can overcome this evil cain.
    Your not a demon. You have a good heart.

Abel grabs cain. Cain shrugs him off. He stands up facing Abel.

    ABEL
    (pointing at door)
    After you dad.

Cain looks back at Elain and his baby girl. Leaves silently with a new sense of direction in thought. DETOURED look in his eyes.

EXT. OUTSIDE

Cain was the first to vanish followed by Abel than the others. Lilith blows the Angelic soldiers a kiss. POOF!! She is gone.

INT. HOUSE

Debra hugging her son. Scared she would never had the chance to again. Simon looking at the two remaining angels.
He adds Elain to the category. Nods at Haziel, Lial shakes Simon hand.

LIAL
She is okay.

Simon hugs him. Gains a sense of relief. Needed to hear that.

LIAL (CONT’D)
(to haziel)
We have to get to that gate.

HAZIEL
And fast.
(to elain)
Stay here.

ELAIN
But Cain needs me.

HAZIEL
So does Amelia... stay here and protect his family.

Hazel and Lial DISAPPEARS from the room.

INT. KITCHEN

Debra is sweeping. Simon picking up wood from the broken door. Kyle sitting on the table with a sandwich in hand. He is still SHAKING from the experience.

Debra lifts his chin up.

DEBRA
You know I saw my first demon when I was ten.

KYLE
Really. Were you scared?

DEBRA
Yes. But after seeing after and loving your uncle Cain, I learned that there is nothing to be afraid of.

KYLE
Uncle Cain will keep us safe.
DEBRA
Yes baby. Yes he will. Oh and for the record you were a lot braver than I was.

Kyle smiles big.

INT. BEDROOM

Elain lays the baby inside crib. POP!! A whip cracks behind her. Elain turns to Mona. She lassos elain by the neck. Struggling to break the hold. Elain fades from the room.

INT. SEVENTH GATE - PALACE

Lilith leads a march through the halls. Abel is on the side of cain. Cain is CHAINED up like a prisoner. Shackles from his wrist to his ankles limiting his movement.

CAIN
(to abel)
Is this really what you want the world to be. Ran by a crazy woman with a grudge on the earth.

ABEL
You pissed her off. Worst than that you turned against me.

CAIN
Spare me that betrayal bullshit. You never told me you wanted to kill our family.

ABEL
Your family.

CAIN
Abel. Do you really think that woman gives a damn about us.

ABEL
Nothing to think about. I know she don’t. We were born to be her babies.

CAIN
Exactly. So what is the plan?

Lilith looks back at them. They both turned their heads from her not wanting to make eye contact with their mother. They come to a stop. Lilith pushes open a door.
ABEL
They don’t include either of you.

INT. TORTURE CHAMBERS

Spears. Swords. Chains. And other HORRIFIC weapons filled the spider webbed covered. Dusty room.

Lilith snaps her fingers. Jockel turns around the wheel of death. Elain is strapped to it. Cain springs forward. Abel yanks him back. Latches his chain to the hooks dangling from the steel wall.

CAIN
Elain!

She mumbles to him through her gag.

Lilith walks over. Spins the wheel.

LILITH
(to cain)
She is no good for you. Trust me
Cain mother knows best.

CAIN
I will kill--

Lilith rushes to cain. WHACK!! Slaps him in the face.

LILITH
That’s not the way you speak to your mother. Now that your mind is clear--

The sound of the ATTACK horn caught everyone attention. Brahma barges in the room. Battle weapons in hand.

BRAHMA
Angels on the attack!

LILITH
Abel stay with your brother. Keep a close eye on him for your mother will you.

ABEL
Yes mother.

Lilith and her men leave out, headed to meet the angels full on.
CAIN
Abel. Let her go.

ABEL
Im not in charge here.

CAIN
Do something right for once in your life brother. Let my wife go.

ABEL
Wife. See the problem I have with wifey... How can I say it. The bitch tried to kill me.

CAIN
The crown is yours take it. Please abel just let her go.

ABEL
Thanks. I was going to take it anyway. Matter of fact.

Abel whistles. Mona walks from the shadows Dante crown in hand. Gives it to Abel.

ABEL (CONT’D)
(showing crown to cain)
I already have it. Goodbye brother. Wait one more thing.

Abel kicks cain in the leg. He falls to a knee. Abel POUNCES on his back. Holds cain head, facing elain. Mona stood beside cain. Winks at abel. He winks back. SNAP!! Her whip pops against the floor. SWHIP!! Lashes it at elain. The metal spikes SLICES her neck.

Cain looked on. Elain shaking on the death wheel. Fighting for her life.

ABEL (CONT’D)
Change of fate brother. Change of fate.

He shoves cain head out of his hands. Takes mona by the hand. Both sharing a DEMONIC twisted laugh. Leaves cain. Still chained and shackled, watching his LOVE die.

Cain grunts. Uses all his MIGHT to break the chains. Rushes to elain. Takes gag out of her mouth. Blood leaking from it.

CAIN
Im here elain. Im here.
ELAIN
(choking on blood)
You have to stop him.

Cain applies pressure on the wound. Doing his best to stop the bleeding.

CAIN
Shh. Don’t worry. Don’t worry

Cain rips the shackles off the death wheel. Elain falls in his arms. Lays her on floor. Adding more pressure to her neck. His head down hating to see her pain.

ELAIN
(gasping)
Amelia looks like--

Her words are cut by DEATH.

Cain head is planted in her stomach. He briefly MORN elain demise. He takes DEMON form. His sword hanged from the wall. He takes the cold dark steel.

EXT. PALACE - BATTLEFIELD

Full out war between Angels and Demons. Lilith kills through countless angels. Meets haziel. Her quickness was too much for him. Knocks him down. Twirls her spear, before she could finish off haziel.


LILITH
(yelling at sky)
Abel!!

Her guard was down. Haziel capitalizes. From his back, he LUNGES forward STABS her in the heart with his sword. She stumbles back. Grips the handle. The spear takes ASP form. Haziel pulls his sword from Lilith. Quickly CUTS off its head. Lilith goes COMPLETELY black. Dieing slowly.

Haziel stands. More Demons to fight. Less Angels to fight with.

LIAL
(to haziel)
I think he’s back!

Haziel sees the damage cain is doing. He is IMPRESSED.

HAZIEL
Back to what exactly?

They continued SMITING demons.


Cain shows a flash of speed. Catches chain. Wraps it around vetis neck. The ball following. SPLAT!! Spikes impaling his head.

Brahma FLYING at cain. BAM!! A spear hits him in the chest. Knocking him out of the air.

Cain catches up with Haziel and Lial.

CAIN
Elain is dead.

Haziel drops his head.

CAIN (CONT’D)
She is inside of the torture room.

Lial heartbroken. His face CRACKING. Holding back his tears.

LIAL
Jockel is lurking around somewhere. Going to find him.

Lial leaves. Headed for the palace.

CAIN
Im going after Abel.

Haziel grabs his forearm.

HAZIEL
End it cain.

Cain gives him a DOUBTLESS look. Flies off. Haziel continued fighting alongside his soldiers.
INT. THREE CIRCLES – CASTLE

CRASH!! Cain smashes through the ceiling lands in a three point stance. Mona snaps her whip. Anticipates his attack. She lunges the whip. Cain sidesteps the blow. Blink of an eye he has her by the NECK. One arm lifting her. His demon senses sharper than ever. Hears a extra heart beat. Cain glances at her stomach. Than back to her.

    MONA
    Go ahead. Kill me. After what I done to your family. I would kill me. I don’t deserve to be a mother.

Demon SEEDS are still babies. RIGHT? Flash backs of his brother and Angie fighting CLOUD his judgement. He tosses her on the floor.

    CAIN
    Go crawl into a hole and never come out of it.

Mona gets up. Holding her stomach. She runs off.

INT. PRISON 105

Cain knee deep in water treads cautiously. Making his way towards the cells. Sword in hand. Anger showing. HEAVY smoke flowing from his nose with every EXHALE.

    CAIN
    Abel! Abel! Abel!

His echo caught his brothers attention.

Abel had the crown. Its pentacles fitted inside a padlock. All of the falling GENERALS came to the front of there cells. Waiting to be released. Abel panics as cain gets closer. Turns the crown. One click gives light to the dark cells. Two clicks and there chains Disappear from there bodies.

A third click. Would set them free. Cain appeared behind abel.

    CAIN (CONT’D)
    Partying without me?

Abel turns facing his brother.

    ABEL
    You were chosen. I was condemned. This is my world now!
CAIN
Choices. Chosen. Like the way you chose the fate of my wife. My mother.

ABEL
(funny look)
Who Lilith? She had to die. Oh. You mean angie. Come on brother. She gave her soul to god. Hell even he has a price.

Abel spirally blades formed around his arms. Knowing he pushed Cain button. They lock eyes.

CAIN
Today you die.

ABEL
Today my reign begins.

Fire IGNITES from abel blades. He kicks cain in the stomach. They both morph into super demon form. Showing flashes of speed. Tussling back and forth. Abel cuts him across the chest. Both displaying SUPERIOR fighting skills.

Cain gets behind him. WHACK!! Cuts his left wing off. GENERALs looking on. Abel falls screaming in EXCRUCIATING pain. Blood ran down his back. Mixing with the water.

Cain dragging his brother by his HAIR. Abel is putting up a struggle. Cain reaches Lilith’s old cell. Throws his brother inside. SLAM!! Shuts the steel bars behind him.

Cain limps over. Takes crown out of padlock. The lights go back dark. Chains locked around there bodies once again.

Abel grabbing bars. Picking himself up. Hurting PHYSICALLY as well as pride.

ABEL (CONT’D)
Your no king cain! I am. This is my world. Your nothing, nothing but a glorified keeper for the angels.

Cain turns to Abel cell.

CAIN
No Abel. I’m my brothers keeper. Always has been.

Cain limp turned into a STRONG strut. Walking down the aisle. The demon generals bowing respectfully as he past by them.
EXT. HOUSE - BACKYARD - DAY

Debra sees her brother in demon form. Kyle smiling, waving frantically at his super hero uncle. Debra guides her son inside. Blows a kiss at her brother. His eyes now permanent black. He returned a dark wink.

Haziel and Lial approached cain.

HAZIEL
You did well.

CAIN
I did what I had to.

HAZIEL
I know that Angie and Elain are very proud of you.

Cain nods.

LIAL
(to haziel)
So. What do you think about the first demon to sit on a cloud?

HAZIEL
What do you say cain.

CAIN
No. I know where I belong now.

LIAL
I hoped you would say that. Take care.

Lial shakes his hand. Turns into a spec of dust.

The ANIMOSITY Cain had towards Haziel still lingered.

HAZIEL
My new peace keeper.

Cain slightly insulted.

CAIN
No. Still my brothers keeper.

Haziel nods respectfully. Marveled at the full-fledge demon before vanishing.

Simon came down the steps. Holding the most beautiful thing Cain has ever seen. He hands him his daughter. His wings turned from cold black. To pearly white.
His IDENTITY crisis continued. Amelia smiles at her father. A tear of joy falls from his blacked out eyes.

SUNSETS

Cain kisses her softly on the cheek.

INT. THREE CIRCLES – CASTLE – THRONE ROOM

Cain walks up a few steps leading to the THRONE. Crown was place in center of cushion. He picks it up. Tosses it to the side. It CLINGS against the floor. He takes a seat in the chair suited for Kings.